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INTRODUCTION

How does economic development happen? replacing its chickens and hopes for a rapid
There are many thieories, btut one thing is turnaround. Drought also struck AzucitruLs, a
sure. It doesn't happen without smart people. citrus-growing venture in Uruguay. Only the
good ideas, and money to invest in both. The wise choice of plant varieties and a state-of-the-
International Finance Corporation provides art irrigation system during project planning
investment capital and know-how to privately saved the newly planted orclhard in 1989-91.
sponsored ventures that further economic Loan restructuring and efficiency enhance-
growth in developing countries-and prof- ments have put the project back on track. In
itably for all investors. What is more, IFC Turkey. construction delays, compounded by
stands by its commitments. political as well as economic instability in the

region, jeopardized the third project, the
Two of the case studies profiled here are typ- Conrad Hilton-Istanbul. An IFC-assisted
ical of IFC-sponsored venturcs, the Kori Kollo restructuring bought time for the hotel to han-
gold and silver mines in Bolivia and the Al dle its debt, and the hotel is now winning a
Hikma pharmaceutical company in Jordan. devoted folloving among business people and
Chosen for commercial viability and develop- tourists in an increasingly competitive city.
ment potential, they are fulfilling their
promise on schedule. The International Finance Corporation's prima-

ry mission is to encourage economic growth in
An unusual series of setbacks have plagued the developing countries through the private sec-
other three projects. but they seerm to be head- tor. In carrying out that mission, IFC finances
ed for success once again, after some help and provides advice for private sector ventures
from IFC. An outbreak of salmonella and a in partnership with other private investors. Its
drought-impelled increase in feed prices near- projects promote development by encouraging
ly overwhelmed one of these projects, the growth of productive enterprises and by
Tanbreed, a poultry farming venture in creating efficient capital markets. The key to
Tanzania. Following a modest infusion of cap- success for IFC thus lies partly in its own prof-
ital and a change of ownership, Tanbreed is itability and partly in the degree to which
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enterprises it finances contribute to the growth tionnaire information collected annually on
and development of their host countries. 30 to 35 projects.

In 1995, IFC's Board, through its Committee * Third, IFC's Operations Evaluation Group
on Development Effectiveness, requested a strengthened its own measurement of
program to provide more detail on IFC's development effectiveness on five-year-old
development impact. The program has projects.
evolved in three directions:

Results on the Ground 2 reports on the sec-
* First, IFC's Economics Department began ond of these initiatives. It contains five case

an annual review of five or six IFC proj- studies carried out by IFC's Economics
ects to determine their development con- Department. The five projects were chosen
tributions. because they are geographically diverse

and because they represent a number of
* Second, the department established a data- sectors in which IFC has traditionally done

base on development impact, using ques- business.

x
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Opening up an industry that has been

nationalized for many years requires a num-

ber of adjustments, not least financial and

psychological.The Kori Kollo gold and silver

mine in Bolivia is an example of how capital

from abroad can help bring the modern

technology necessary for financial success.

The ripple effects from developing this mine

have improved lives throughout the local and

regional economy, alleviating a traditional

resentment of foreign ownership.

LAWRENCE BOUTON

BOLIVIA: MINING GOLD, EMPRESA
MINERA INTI RAYMI S.A.

Inti Raymi's mine at Kori Kollo. the most tainable development has been a model for
important mine in Bolivia, is a highly visible other mining companies throughout the
operation. As a pioneer in foreign direct world.
investment in the Bolivian mining sector, the
mine has had a large demonstration effect. Battle Mountain Gold, a U.S. mining compa-
The government's new policy framework and ny that is now Inti Raymi's foreign majority
the obvious financial success of Inti Raymi owner, originally sought IFC involvement as a
have encouraged other foreign mining com- means of minimizing the company's vulnera-
panies to invest in the Bolivian minerals sec- bility to possible adverse political develop-
tor. Currently more than 40 mining companies ments in Bolivia. IFC decided to participate
are engaged in exploration in the country. on the judgment that it could provide comfort
The company's success has also helped to Battle Mountain Gold and help put togeth-
increase the sector's access to world capital er the required long-term debt package, a
markets. package that would not have been available

otherwise.
In the past. Bolivians have been tremendous-
ly suspicious of foreign mining operations. C O U N T RY OV E RV I E W
The common perception was that foreign
mines took wealth out of the ground and gave Mining has been the dominant economic
nothing back to local communities. Inti activity in Bolivia ever since the arrival of the
Raymi's operation has alleviated some of Spanish in the sixteenth century. Hundreds of
those concerns. While there is still some different deposits containing a wide variety of
debate about the level of Inti Raymi's tax con- metallic elements have been worked through-
tribution, the company has won support for out the country. Indeed, some of the first
its environmental diligence and its develop- deposits to be discovered are still being
ment impact on the local as well as the exploited. Despite its long mining history,
national economy. The work of the Inti Raymi however, much of Bolivia's mineral wealth
Foundation in contributing to the area's sus- remains untapped.

BOLIVIA: MINING GOLD



The public sector has played a significant role C 0 M PA N Y G OA LS
in Bolivia's recent mining history. The
Nationalist Revolutionary Movement that rose The Kori Kollo gold and silver deposits, locat-
to powfer in the early 1950s had as one of its ed some 200 h1. I,, l,-1 southeast of La Plaz in
central economic tenets the nationalization of Saucari-Oruro, have had a long tradition in
the tin mines. In 1952, the Bolivian govern- Bolivia's mining history. MIining activitv in the
ment nationalized all major private mines and area predates the arrival of the Spanish con-
put them under the control of the state-run quistadores. The Kori Kollo deposits were
Corporaci6n Minera de Bolivia (Comibol). w,orked until the beginning of this century.
The private sector was reduced to a number The characteristics of ore in the area, howev-
of smaller operations, including small-scale er, did not allow for economical recovery of
mining. these deposits with traditional mining meth-

ods. Although many national and foreign
From 1952 until 1985, Comibol played a fun- companies evaluated the ore deposits. none
damental role in social policy as well as in the had any success in developing their potential.
economic aspects of Bolivian mining. As a
tool of public policy, C -il. .1 was required to In 1979, a Bolivian mining company obtained

2 look after the employment and social welfare the rights to the claim. The company began
of a growing number of miners and their fam- exploration and installed the first leaching
ilies. Investment decisions gave little weight to research plant in Bolivia. In 1982, at a time of
economic considerations. After years of mis- economic, financial. and social crisis for
management, the collapse of international tin Bolivia, the company joinied Westworld
prices exposed the underlying fragility of the Resources, Inc. (a Houston-based oil and
Bolivian economy and plunged Comibol, and power company) to found Inti Raymi, S.A.
the country, into an economic crisis.

lIntil IFC's involvement, Inti Raymi conceni-
The government that came to power in 1985 trated on modest oxide-ore, heap-leaching
ahandoned the previous statist model of eco- operations. A 'typical" heap-leaching opera-
nomic development and inaugurated a new tion involves placing crushed ore on an
policy of macroeconomic and structural impervious pad and then applying a solution
adjustment. Comibol's high-cost mines were of dilute sodium cyanide to the heap. As the
closed, and its whole social wTelfare infrastruc- solution trickles through the material, it dis-
ture was abolished. Employment was cut from solves the gold and silver in the rock. The
more than 30.000 to less than 5,000 while solution is then collected and treated to obtain
Comibol itself was restructured as a holding the gold and silver. In 1982-83, the company
company for state mining assets.' Many work- completed exploration of the area and con-
ers found employment wvith cooperative min- structed a pilot plant for heap leaching. Over
ing operations where the wages are much the next four years, the existing processing
lower- and the work more dangerous. plant was continuously upgraded, and a newv

plant was built in the area. Treatment capaci-
A newv investment law enacted in late 1990 ty rose from 400( metric tons a day (mtpd) to
included a guarantee of property rights, free- 4,000 mtpd. Gold production rose from 5,176
dom of capital and profit repatriations, and ounces in 1984-85 to 26,470 ounces in
equal treatment of foreign and domestic com- 1986-87.
panies. These changes allowed a significant
expansion of private sector participation in Extraction and treatment of the refractory sul-
the mining sector. With Inti Raymi in the lead, fide ore (which lay below the oxide ore) at
private miners have since led Bolivian mining Kori Kollo required more capital and modern
away from its historical concentration on tin technology than were available to the compa-
toward the exploration and development of ny. Inti Raymi understood these requirements
zinc, silver, lead, and gold production. and sought out partnership with Battle
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Mountain Gold, a well-known U.S. mining subordinated debt of $36.2 million and internal
company. In 1989, Battle Mountain Gold cash generation of $7.8 million rounded out
acquired a 33 percent intcrest in Inti Raymi, the project's financing.
contributing capital and new technology. This
share was increased to 51 percent in 1990, and MOBILIZING CAPITAL
by the end of 1995. Battle Miountain Gold had
invested a total of S41.1 million in cash and 9 Bolivia has a long history of political insta-
million of its common shares (valued at about bility and government intervention in the
$76.3 million) to acquire an 88 percent equity mining industry. As the largest foreign min-
interest in Inti Raymi. Bolivians hold the ing operation in the country and with a siz-
remaining 12 percent. With the participation of able portion of its reserves and production
Battle Mountain Gold, Inti Ravmi became the coming from the IKori Kollo mine, Battle
first major gold mining project in Bolivia Mountain Gold sought out IFC involvement.
involving foreign majority ownership. The perceived economic instability in Bolivia

at the time was making it difficult for Inti
heap leaching of the oxide ores contin- Ravmi, as a pioneering mining investor in

ued to produce modest quantities of gold- Bolivia, to mobilize long-term commercial
172,552 ounces in 1988-91-exploration was financing.3 IFC's own lack of success in syn- 3
carried out to develop the underlying sulfide dicating a portion of the financing was
ore reserves. After a feasibility study for the indicative of the international capital mar-
Kori Kollo sulfide project. it was estimated kets' attitude toward investing in Bolivia in
that it would take $164 million to develop the the early 1990s. Today, the situation has
deposits and build a carbon-in-leach process- changed. Inti Raymi's performance has made
ing plant and associated infrastructure. Given the mobilization of resotirces easier for
the lack of available long-term financing in domestic mining operations. At the end of
Bolivia-driven in part by political risk-the 1995, IFC successfully syndicated a $5 million
company went to IFC for financial help to B-loan4 for Comsur, a private Bolivian mining
develop the project. company. Without IFC's financial involve-

ment, the project would have, without doubt,
In 1991, IFC's Board of Directors approved suffered a long delay.
financing of $40 million-an A-loan2 of $35
million and a $5 million convertible loan. The PROJ ECT DESCRI PTION AND
Overseas Private Investment Corporation P E R F O R MA N C E
(OPIC) and the Corporacion Andina de
Fomento (CAF) also contributed financing of In 1992, as the oxide operation was coming
$40 million and $15 million in senior loans, to a close, construction of the new plant and
respectively. Board approval for Inti Raymi associated infrastructure began. The project
provided for the possibility of syndicating up consisted of an extension of the open pit
to $15 million on a best-effort basis. Three mine to extract minable sulfide ore, construc-
major foreign banks were approached, but all tion of a new 14,000 mtpd carbon-in-leach
three declined to participate in the project. processing plant, electrowinning and associ-
Consequently, IFC decided to take on the atecl facilities to produce the dore bars (an
entire $35 million as an A-loan for its own unrefined mixture of gold and silver), con-
account. struction of the waste dump area, tailings

dam, and dewatering program. A defensive
As a result of lower taxes and duties than dike against rainy season floods of the
expected on capital equipment as well as Desaguadero River was built to protect the
overly conservative estimates of contingencies, mine and other installations. Also constructed
project costs wvere $18 million below IFC pro- were water, gas, and power infrastructure and
jections. tn the end, total project cost (includ- such ancillary facilities as machine shops and
ing sunk costs) were $146 million. Sponsor- housing.

BOLIVIA: MINING GOLD



Figure 1. Inti Raymi's Gold Production, 1986-96 volatile. Since the start of the project in 1993,
(thousands of ounces) gold prices have ranged from a high of $405
OUNCES an ounce in 1996 to a low of $283 in 1997.
450

Sulfide, carbon-in-leach operation

Figure 1.2 shows the path of gold prices since
350 the company began operations in 1982. An
300 - estimated 10 percent change in the price of

250 I I - gold alters the project's financial rate of return
200 - l * by about 2 percentage points over the proj-

________________ ________ fl fl *ect's life.
Oxide, heap-leaching operation *f* l

loo ' ' j j j - Figure 1.2 Gold Prices, 1982-97 (U.S. dollars per ounce)

50 H 1. DOLLAR5

1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 993 1994 1995 1996
Project startup

450 _ _ _ _ _ _

4 Project facilities were completed in January
1993, and full operations began in February, 400

two and a half months ahead of schedule.
Gold production in 1993, the first year of pro- 350

duction, was 208,538 ounces-almost as
much as total production since Inti Raymi's 300 _

founding in 1982. Since then, annual gold pro-
duction has exceeded 300,000 ounces a year.

250 _

1982 1984 1986 1988 1990 1992 1994 1996
Figure 1.1, depicting Inti Raymi's total gold
production through 1996, shows a big
increase in gold output after the project's start- Gold price volatility can drastically affect the
up in 1986. By the time the mine's gold company's sales revenue and income.
reserves are exhausted (in about six years), Although forward sales and other hedging
some 4,0 million ounces of gold will have techniques can reduce volatility, they can also
been produced. Ongoing exploration in the reduce the company's ability to realize the full
area surrounding the mine indicates that addi- benefits of increases in gold prices. The com-
tional gold deposits could be available for pany's hedging strategy locks in future cash
exploitation. flows to cover cash operating costs, debt ser-

vice, and capital expenditure requirements
Inti Raymi has been a financial success with and provides insurance against large decreas-
an after-tax financial rate of return (FRR) for es in gold prices. Currently Inti Raymi sells
the project estimated at 21 percent.5 At 25 forward about 35 percent of its production.
percent, the economic rate of return (ERR) has Future hedging decisions will depend on gold
also been substantial. market conditions and management's assess-

ment of the gold price risk.
THE PRODUCT AND THE
MARKET THE METALLURGICAL

PROCESS
All Inti Raynmi's gold and silver dore is export-
ed to Europe. The company has contracts to Though new to Bolivia, the technology intro-
sell dore to three separate refineries. Like duced by Battle Mountain Gold was proven.
most other commodity prices over the past Ore is extracted from a conventional open
decade, gold prices have been extremely pit mine using drills, explosives, front-end
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loaders, and trucks. Taken by truck to a the parent company is being planned. By
crusher, the ore is broken up and sent by occupational type, Inti Raymi employs 66 pro-
conveyer belt to a coarse stockpile. The fessionals/technicians, 36 administrative staff,
inventory of crushed ore in the stockpile will and 294 workers. Only two staff members are
allow plant operations to continue if mining expatriates.
is interrupted.

After the construction of the carbon-in-leach
From the stockpile, ore is conveyed to ball plant, Inti Raymi's policy is to hire only local
mills where it is ground into a fine material, contractors for civil works. Inti Raymi also uti-
emulsified with water and pumped into 12 lizes 20 subcontractors with about 500 work-
leaching tanks 16.5 meters high. Cyanide is ers for civil works and blastilng operations.
added in the first six tanks to extract gold and
silver from the ore. In the final six tanks, acti- Employee turnover has been extraordinarily
vated carbon is added to capture the gold and low. With Bolivia's history of strike-prone
silver. After 24 hours, the loaded carbon is labor unions, it is also unusual that no strikes
transferred to an acid wash to remove all have been directed at the company by its
impurities. Gold and silver are recovered by highly unionized work force.
electrowinning and are smelted to obtain
dore, the end-product. Finally, the waste As is common in many Latin American coun-
material and residual cyanide are detoxified tries, Inti Raymi's workers receive 14 months
and sent to the tailings dump. of salary each year. This includes a month's

wages for the Christmas bonus and a month's
The mill processes more than 18,000 mtpd wages for the annual bonus. Workers also
and recovers up to 29 kg of gold and 85 kg of receive four weeks of paid vacation a year.
silver daily. Optimization of the carbon-in-
leach process by Inti Raymi has resulted in a Inti Raymi has 31 different salary brackets for
gold recovery ratio of about 70 percent. its workers, ranging from a low of $268 a

month to a high of S776. The average work-
DEVELOPMENT IMPACT er's salary is about $700 a month in a country

where the industry average wage is $400 a
As the largest business in the area, Inti Raymi month and gross domestic product per capita
has had a substantial development impact on is only $78 a month. Over the past five years,
the local and regional scene. In addition to company workers' real wages have increased
improving local infrastructure, the company's by some 30 percent, but falling gold prices
presence has helped raise the living standards and company cost-cutting measures make it
of communities near the mine. At the nation- unlikely that this rate will be sustained. All
al level, as an unqualified financial success, told, workers' salaries and benefits represent
the company has demonstrated the effective- only about 13 percent of the company's total
ness of private and foreign direct investment operating costs.
in developing a key sector of the Bolivian
economy. In addition to salaries, workers at Inti Raymi

receive numerous benefits, including a $10
Creating Jobs household electricity bonus, a $20 dollar
With 627 workers, Inti Raymi is the area's housing bonus, a sandwich snack during the
largest employer. Most workers are employed workday, and a S500 food package annually.
directly by inti Raymi (396 workers). The At Clhristmas, the company presents workers
company's heavy equipment operation, main- and their families with gifts. The direct eco-
tenance, and transportation subsidiary nomic impact of the mine, in terms of salaries
(Sermat) and its exploration subsidiary and benefits, is $5.2 million a year for Inti
(Comba) employ 187 and 44 workers, respec- Raymi, $2.4 million for Sermat, and $0.6 mil-
tively. A merger of these two subsidiaries with lion for Comba.

BOLIVIA: MINING GOLD



Contributing to Health and Safety eracy classes. Technical training is available at
The company health clinic on the mine site is the mine site, and the company pays the
open to all workers and their families. In addi- tuition for graduate coturses at the tTniversity
tion to treating work-related injuries, the com- of Oruro in such areas as mine management,
pany's health program promotes preventive m- i, .I I1 , and environment.

care. All workers receive annual physicals,
and special exams are given to workers Inti Raymi offers workers remedial and inter-
exposed to such dangers as lead and dust. mediate training and education to improve

their academic attainment. Infocal, a private
For workers' families, the company offers organization formed to promote adult educa-
health and educational courses aimed, for tion, supplies course materials and teaclhers,
example. at improving food P i'.fli', and while Inti Raymi funds those courses.

nutrition and delivering first aid (it supplies Participation in these on-site, after-hours
first-aid kits to workers and the surrounding courses is completely voluntary. About 120
communities). The two company ambulances workers so far have taken advantage of course
are available to transport local residents to the offerings. The company also offers specific
health clinic or to the hospital in Oruro. Its training to improve its workers' technical pro-

6 vaccination program is available to the local ficiency and skills as Nvell as special training in
population, and the company regularly tests all aspects ofl mining. including maintenance,
local drinking Xvater for contaminants. In a environment, and quality control.
country where infant mortality is high, the
company makes prenatal and neonatal care Creating Linkages
available to employee wives as well as to local Inti Raymi's mining and carbon-in-leach oper-
women (through the company's foundation, ations depend on many intermediate and cap-
described later). This program has resulted in ital inputs not produced in the domestic mar-
a marked decline in stillborn births, now close ket. Although the company has tried to huy as
to zero. With the higher survival rate, the com- much as.ii i. locally, it has to import near-
panv has observed a decline in the hirth rate ly 70 percent of the inputs ($42 millio)n). The
among its employees. United States supplies some 90 percent of

these imports; the rest come mainly from
The company's health center monitors safety Chile, Peru, Sri Lanka, Australia, and South
conditions in the mine. WeXorkers are required Africa.
to wear protective gear and to respect safety
rules. Adopting the Safety Training Obser- The major imports are soditum cya:nide ($19
vation Program designed by Du Pont to teach million) from the United States for the carbon-
safetv aLiditing skills, reinforce safe work prac- in-leach process; grinding balls ($7 million)
tices, and correct unsafe acts and conditions from the Unitecd States and Peru for ore
has resulted in an impressive safety record for milling; diesel ftuel (S4.6r million); and spare
the mine. The mine has received many parts ($2.9 million) for the company's
awards. including one for completing a year Caterpillar and Komatsu equipment. Since
without any accidents causing lost time. Bolivia is landlocked, Inti Raymi has hirecd

local haulers to truck these mnterials from
ProvidingTraining Chilean ports to the mine (average cost about

At the technical level, the company's wNork S560 a ton).

force is well qualified and experienced, ancd
most of the professional staff hold graduate Of the $18 million spent annually on local

degrees. The company offers its professional goods and services, S6.9 million goes to pur-
staff numerous training opportunities. Nine chase electricity from a privately owned

out of 10 staff members have participated in power plant in the citv of Oruro. (In fact, vilh
management training, and most have taken its energy-intensive operations, Inti Raymi is
comnpany-sponsored English and computer lit- Oruro's largest consumer of electricity. I The
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domestic market also supplies lime worth $1.4 ounce. The gold price in 1997 averaged less
million. In the Oruro area, the company also than S350 an ounce.
buys $1.2 million in food, construction mate-
rials, and assorted items from work boots and Bolivian tax law allows exporters to recover
uniforms to office supplies. import duties paid on inputs used in process-

ing or manufacturing exports as well as the
Only 294 mine employees live near the mine; value-added taxes paid at each stage of pro-
most of the others commute the 25 miles from duction. Since Inti Raymi exports all its pro-
Oruro, and some of the technical and profes- duction and imports a big part of its inputs, it
sional staff come from La Paz and has been able to recover all its value-added
Cochabamba. Local transport services have tax and import-duty payments (more than $67
received a major boost. At least 25 locals have million in 1993-96).
found new jobs transporting workers from
their homes to the mine area. Net of value-added and import-cluty rebates,

the company's tax payments have averaged
The high salaries paid at the minc have also about $4 million a year; gross revenues and
improved the communities where workers net income have averaged 5110 million and
live and buy goods and services. By company $25 million, respectively. Although this rela- 7
estimates, some 50 independent businesses tively low tax burden has generated much
depend on the mine's prosperity. Even com- debate in Bolivia, the company is subject to
pany workers and their families have been the same tax regime as every other mining
opening small businesses and buying taxis, company in the country. Inti Raymi's tax pay-
minibuses, and dump trucks. Real estate in ments make up 50 percent of the revenue
Oruro and land in La Paz have been a favorite from the entire Bolivian mining sector. With
source of investment for mine employees. Bolivia's growing fiscal decentralization, local

governments receive an increased portion of
Since all gold and silver are exported, very these taxes. Dividends remitted to Battle
few domestic downstream linkages are associ- Mountain Gold are subject to a 12.5 percent
ated with the mine's operations. The major withholding tax. On Battle Mountain Gold's
linkage consists of transporting gold from the $15 million in dividends in 1996, the remit-
mine to La Paz for shipment abroad (at an tance tax amounted to $2 million.
average cost of $0.38 per dore ounce).

Worker income is also subject to personal
Paying Taxes income tax. At a tax rate of 13 percent. Inti
Inti Raymi is a prime source of government Raymi employees pay about S1.4 mlii ,-, in per-
revenue, both local and national. sonal income taxes each year. These workers

must also pay the 13 percent value-added tax
With input from Inti Raymi, the government on their personal and household purchases.
passed a new' mining code in early 1997.
The new code abrogated the ol "if l Contributing to Infrastructure
clause on income tax payments for mining As the mine expanded, the village of
companies established before 1992 and Chuqui6a had to be moved about I kilometer
requires all firms to pay both a 25 percent west of its original location. Before Inti
corporate income tax and a sliding royalty Raymi's start-up, the village was largely unin-
on gold sales. The royalty or complementary habited, according to a 1970 government cen-
mining tax rate will range from 3.5 percent sus. By the 1992 census, 30 families lived
to 7 percent, based on prices quoted on the there. When the company announced its
international metal exchange. Inti Raymi plans to finance the construction of a new vil-
estimated that its tax liability would increase lage, more than 100 families demonstrated a
if the price of gold exceeds v- an ounce claim to residency. These claims were hon-
and decrease if the price falls below $380 an ored and, in close cooperation with the vil-
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lagers, Inti Raymi financed the construction of Limiting Environmental Damage
new Chuquioa at a cost of about S1.2 million. Mining anywhere puts stress on the natural

and human environment, and Bolivia is no
Newv Chuquioa was a big improvement over exception. From 30 percent to 50 percent of
the old one. All 120 new houses had electric- waste waters are dischargecl into rivers, cont-
ity, potable water, and sewerage. The village aminating waters and soils unless properly
had a new school, a church, a health center, a managed. And any open pit mine leaves a
municipal building, and a workers' union. The gash in the landscape unless foresight pro-
company also agreed to maintain the old vides remedies. From an environmental view-
church and its cemetery in the old village of point, the arrival of experienced foreign min-
Chuqui6a. ing companies. with up-to-date knowledge

and strict standards in technical and environ-
The nearby town of La Joya, where many of mental areas, is good news. From the start,
the mine's employees live, also benefited from Inti Raymi has taken particular care in
the establishment of the mine. At the compa- addressing environmental concerns.
ny's expense, the town was supplied with
electricity, and the company still pays the Extracting and processing over 18,000 mtpd of

8 town's electricity bills. With financial assis- ore plus substantial amounts of mine waste.
tance from Inti Raymi. the town's colonial-era Inti Raymi's operation produces a tremendous
church, shopping plaza. and town plaza were amount of solid and liquid waste. Mine waste
also restored. that has not been in contact with chemical

reagents is deposited in 30-meter-high dumps.
Bolivia's road network is rudimentary-only At the completion of the mine's operations,
4.4 percent of the roads are paved. To facili- these dumps will occupy an area equal to 20
tate the mine's operations, the company cut a square kilometers. The process of reclaiming
42-km dirt road from the mine site to the city these waste dumps is already underway. Since
of Oruro. It also made improvements in the the land wvill revert to its original owners and
230-km dirt road between the mine and the its original use-grazing-Inti Raymi has been
Chilean border (the government has since experimenting with inmported plant varieties
built a paved road to the border). In addition that are resistant to the drought, high altitude,
to roads, the company constructed a 55-km high soil salinity, and frost common in the area.
power line from the city of Oruro to the mine, The test plants are also a better source of nutri-
a 39-km natural gas pipeline, and a 3,300- tion than indigenous plants for local sheep.
meter airstrip. The company is involved in
building and maintaining schools, health Another major source of solid waste is the
posts, sports fields, and other community' material dumped into the tailings pond after
facilities throughout the area. gold and silver have been extracted in the

carbon-in-leach process. The mine's circular
Transferring Technology tailings pond, 2.500 meters across, covers
The Kori Kollo mine is Bolivia's first open pit some 4.9 square kilometers. To prevent leak-
mine. The carbon-in-leach process, elec- age. the tailings pond is lined with a 30-cm
trowinning, and environmental diligence layer of impenetrable clay. The treated water
introduced by Battle Mountain Gold, though deposited in this dump evaporates continu-
new to Bolivia, represent proven technology. ously, and the sun's ultraviolet light destroys
While most mines in the country are high- the residual cyanide.
cost, low-productivity operations, mining less
than 1,000 tons of ore a day, Inti Raymi mines Soon after the mine started, higher concentra-
18,000 tons of ore a day. With costs averaging tions of cyanide than expected were discov-
betwZeen $150 and $200 an ounce, the com- ered in the tailings dump. The tailings dump
pany runs one of the world's most cost-effec- is not readily accessible to land animals
tive mining operations. because of a surrounding dam and fence, and
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air cannons positioned around the dump are the local government. As fiscal decentraliza-
fired at regular intervals to frighten birds away tion evolves, local governments should have
from the pond. Even so, there was concern the fiscal revenues to take over the founda-
that the level of cyanide might pose a threat tion's functions.
to the area's wildlife. As another precaution,
Inti Raymi installed a $6.3 million INCO sulfur The foundation's activities are concentrated in
dioxide-air cyanide destruct system to further three major areas: health care, rural education,
limit the cyanide content of tailings water. and training.
When the mine closes, the dump will be cov-
ered with a layer of untreated waste rock and Health Care. Operating out of the company-
reclaimed. financed health clinic in Chuqui6a, the foun-

dation provides primary healthl care to the sur-
Around the Kori Kollo mine, the water table is rounding population. This program is directed
only 2 meters below the surface. Dewatering mainly at cutting the area's high maternal and
wells pump infiltrating waters into evaporat- child morbidity and mortality. The foundation
ing ponds so the ore can be mined. At the end pays the clinic's staff of two doctors, two nurs-
of the mine's life, the open pit, eventually 250 es, and a dentist. The local communities are
meters deep, will be allowed to fill with already doing better than other rural commu- 9
ground water to form a lake. nities by social indicators such as birth weight

and nutrition.
Rehabilitating the mine area and the tailings
dump will take about two years and a hun- To improve the poor quality of the area's
dred employees, the company expects. water, the foundation has been involved in
Already the company spends some $2 million expanding potable water supply systems for
a year on rehabilitation and preparation for local communities. Local residents are also
future reclamation. being trained to operate and maintain those

systems.
Establishing a Community-Oriented
Foundation Rural Education. The foundation has active-
A unique feature of the project was the estab- ly tried to improve the quality of education in
lishment in 1991 of the Inti Raymi Foundation, 18 surrounding rural schools (1,394 students
a private nonprofit institution to finance social and 87 teachers). Together with FIS. a gov-
programs for the 1,132 families living in the 25 ernment agency, the foundation has financed
communities around the Kori Kollo mine. the construction of 10 new schools and has
Both the foundation's offices and its handi- also been involved in maintaining and
crafts center are located in new Chuqui6a. It improving existing schools.
is run separately from Inti Raymi with its own
Board of Directors and currently has 58 full- To help communities attract and keep quali-
time employees. While accepting donations fied teachers in their somewhat remote
from domestic and foreign sources, the foun- schools, the foundation pays teachers a bonus
dation is sponsored primarily from annual on top of their government salaries. Even so.
contributions of about $840,000 from Inti the professional level of teachers has tended
Raymi. So far, the foundation has spent near- to be low. By offering training and orientation
ly $4 million on regional programs. often courses to teachers, the foundation has sought
leveraging its resources through cofinancing. to improve their skills and performance.

Because foundation management is well Another important element of the foundation's
aware that Inti Raymi's financial support will rural education program has been its school
not go on forever, its programs all have a five- breakfast and lunch program. This nutritional
year horizon, starting in 1996. After five years, assistance is aimed at improving the perfor-
program management will be transferred to mance of the local schoolchildren.
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In the city of Oruro, the foundation's Center outside the 25 surrounding rural communities
for Multiple Educational and Intercultural as well as to local farmers and herders.
Services (Cemei) has library, computer,
sports, and other facilities available to the The Handicrafts Project has given local women
local children. Staffed by 20 professionals, the an opportunity to work and enhance their
center offers remedial courses and other incomes. Using imported designs. the two
activities to develop the students' capabilities handicraft workshops funded by the founda-
in arts, crafts, and sports. Local teachers are tion weave high-quality alpaca shawls, scarves,
offered courses in classroom management. and blankets on manual looms. The domestic
intercultural activities, gender equalitv, and market has bought most of their prodcucts, but
the environment. the shops see high potential in international

markets, too, especially in Germany.
Training. Recognizing that sustainable devel-
opment requires economic activities beyond Good Neighbor Assistance
the Kori Kollo mine, the foundation has In addition to financing the operations of the
undertaken several projects to develop the Inti Raymi Foundation, the company itself has
local economy. Since most of the surrounding an annual budget of about $230,000 to fund
communities depend on sheep herding and community-originated projects. Every Friday,
subsistence farming, providing technical the mine's operations manager meets with
assistance and training through its members of the community who are seeking
Agricultural and Livestock Breeding Project assistance. These requests usuaLly involve
has been the foundation's primary activity. small sums of money, for example, funding
Under the project, a local slaughterhouse for rural festivities, soccer teams, champi-
cooperative has been formed, and improve- onships, and trophies; restoring local church-
ments in the handling and marketing of local es or community buildings; or buying school
sheep have allowed local herders to increase supplies. The mine's management sees this as
the value added of their product. Foundation another opportunity to exercise its social
activities have been available to people from responsibility as a part of the community.

NOTES

1. The Bolivian Constitution prohibits the outright privatization of these assets.
2. A single loan agreement between IFC and the borrower normally stipulates the full amount of finance to be provid-

ed by IFC and the participating institutions. The IFC loan is typically in two portions. The A-loan is IFC's oxvn por-
tion, funded with IFC's own resources and subject to its agreed loan terms. The B-loan is fLunded by participants on
terms that may differ from those of IFC.

3. At the beginning of 1990, tnstitutional Investor gave Bolivia a score of onlv 10 out of 100, placing it among the high-
er-risk countries.

4. See note 2, above.
5. If no further reserves are found, Battle Mountain Gold's large up-front payment, largely to Bolivian investors. for its

shares in the cormpany is expected to yield a relatively small return on its investment.
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Becoming internationally competitive in an

economy with a small and traditional manu-

facturing sector is no easy task. But Al Hikma

has succeeded in doing just that in Jordan.

Now exporting 75-80 percent of its product,

the firm produces high-quality medicines that

much of the Jordanian population can afford.

IFC technical assistance has been as impor-2 tant as its capital investment in helping the

company become a global participant.

YANNIS KARMOKOLIAS

JORDAN: MAKING MEDICINES,
AL HIKMA PHARMACEUTICALS

Al Hikma, one of Jordan's first pharmaceutical Despite a mixed financial performance, the
companies, is a high-technology industry in a story of IFC's involvement is, on balance, a
country with a small and traditional manufac- positive one and is another case where rela-
turing sector. This company has enhanced tively modest injections of capital can reap
Jordan's image as a country where modern both commercial and development rewards.
enterprises can thrive and has served as a
model for other Jordanian entrepreneurs who COUNTRY OVERVIEW
wish to become internationally competitive.

Jordan is a small Middle Eastern country with
IFC made several investments in Al Hikma over about 4 niilliorn inhabitants. Most of thlem live
some seven years. The investments-loans and in urban areas, particularly in Amman, home
equity-helped the company expand, modern- to 1.3 million people. Population is increasing
ize, and integrate its operations in Jordan as rapidly, averaging 3.3 percent a year over the
well as construct a production facility in past decade.
Portugal. IFC provided long-term funding in
foreign exchange, technical assistance that The economy has been growing by an aver-
helped the company improve its manufacturing age of 7 percent a year since 1990 on the
practices, and contacts that proved useful for strength of construction financed by remit-
securing additional financing in Portugal. tances from Jordanians working abroad,

increased agricultural and manufactured
IFC funds and technical assistance helped the exports, and tourism.
company maintain a competitive position in
Jordan and in neighboring regional markets. Jordan has few natural resources. Agriculture
They also helped the company obtain the U.S. is limited to the Jordan valley in the west and
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) certifi- to rainfed-production in the north, while the
cation necessary to export to the United rest of the country is mostly arid. Mineral
States, a big achievement for a pharmaceutical wealth consists of potassium and potash
company from a small developing cotintry. deposits.
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The service sector dominates the economy, well as anl increasing numiiber of medicinies
although manufacturing has been growing. under license. The group includes eight cor-
The private sector is old and dynamic but porate entities, the most important of which.
much smaller than the public sector. The pri- in addition to AHP, are
vatization program is proceeding very slowly.

Al Hikma Chemicals, also in Jordan. estab-
Economic ties with neighboring Arab coun- lished to supply chemical inputs to AH]'
tries are strong. Most Jordanian exports are
sold to these countries, and many Jordanians * Al Hikma Farmaceutica, in Portugal, the
are employed in the Persian Gulf region. Their only producer of injectable cephalosporins
remittances make up a large part of Jordan's in the Al Hikma group
foreign exchange earnings. Economic rela-
tions with Israel are limited, hut since the * West-ward U.S.A., a producer of manufac-
peace treaty Jordan has benefited from a tured and specialty products
growing number of Israeli tourists visiting
archaeological sites and sea resorts. * a joint venture between AHI (49 percent of

the shares) and Ibn Al Baytar (51 percent of

12 Heavy external debt burdens the economy. the shares), based in Tunisia, that formu-
Concessional financing is still needed to main- lates and packages pharmaceutical prod-
tain the government's stabilization and struc- ucts. The joint venture also imports and dis-
tural adjustment efforts. tributes AHP products from Jordan. Baytar

is a local pharmaceutical distribution com-
COMPANY GOALS pany in which the state-owned Pharmacie

Centrale has 10 percent equity.
Al Hikma. founded in 1979 as a private share-
holding cornpany, is a Jordanian pharmaceu- Further expansion into several other couLn-
tical group comprised of Al Hikma tries has not yet gone beyond the planning
Investments (AHI) and several subsidiaries. stage.
The founder, a Jordanian national, had many
years of international experience in the phar- Exports play a big pant in the company's oper-
maceutical industrv, including 10 years as the ations because the Jordanian market is small
Middle East general manager for a lUS. multi- and AHI's strategy is to diversify its customer
national pharmaceutical company. He and his base. Exports average between 70 percent
family own 40.8 percent of the shares; 50 pri- and 80 percent of sales, while the local mar-
vate individuals and IFC (6.5 percent) own ket accounts for between 20 percent and 30
the rest. percent. The company has been well situated

to reach large regional markets in the *Middle
The company's main goal, since the begin- East, once the exclusive domain of medicines
ning, has been to produce high-quality medi- niaiufaCtLred by multinationals at highler
cines that people can afford and obtain even prices than Al Hiklma's. While Jordan is only a
in times of crisis. It has also focused on devel- $40 million market, the Middle East (exclud-
oping Arab technology in pharmaceuticals. ing Egypt) is a $1.2 billion market and

accounts for about 3 percent of annual global
Al Hikma is a niche player in a huge, high- pharmaceutical sales.
margin business dominated by multinationals
and small formulators of patent-expired prod- AHP sells about half its production in the
ucts. The backbone of AHI, Al Hikma Pharma- low-margin, high-volume bulk tender market
ceuticals (AHP), based in Jordan, manufac- dominated by national health ministries. The
tures and markets a mixture of brand and other half goes to the high-margin retail mar-
generic products. Most of the products are ket, supplying pharmacies with prescription
based on well-known patent-expired drugs as drugs and over-the-counter medicines.
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Raw materials are purchased on the basis of cillin-type antibiotics and other products to
competitive tenders throughout the world. guard against cross-contamination. Producing
except if licensing agreements require pur- more drugs under license would help the
chase from the licensors. company rely less on bulk sales and more on

specialty retail sales, which have more favor-
The company has a strong R&D department able payment terms.
and continuously tries to develop new prod-
ucts or new characteristics for established The total cost of the 1987 project was $6.6 mil-
products, for example, more acceptable fla- lion, financed through internal cash genera-
vors, smaller tablets, or added potency to tion of $2.2 million, an IFC loan of $2.2 mil-
reduce the number of doses per period. lion in foreign exchange, and a $2.2 million
Quality control is very high. All production loan in local currency from the Industrial
and laboratory procedures, which are formal- Development Bank of Jordan. The project was
ized and written, are in accordarnce WiElb inler- finishied on time.
national Good Manufacturing Practices (GMP)
recommended by the World Health Once again, in 1990, IFC invested in Al
Organization (WHO), the U.K. Ministry of Hikma, in two separate projects: a $2 million
Health, and the FDA. These quality standards equity investment bought 6.5 percent of the 13
not only apply to the company's operations shares of AHP (later exchanged for AHI
but also extend after the product has been shares), which helped finance the construc-
sold. Date-expired inventories of retailers tion of a chemical synthesis plant for interme-
within Jordan are replaced, as a matter of pol- diate pharmaceutical products used by AHP.
icy, free of charge. In addition, IFC extended a $2 million loan to

help the company set up a plant in Portugal.
IFC INVOLVEMENT

The chemical plant was to supply the compa-
IFC's relationship with Al Hikma has been a ny with about 35 percent (by value) of the
long one, involving three separate invest- company's imported raw materials and inter-
ments. mediary products. Specifically, Al Hikma

wanted to acquire technologies for in-house
In 1987, IFC made a $2.2 million loan to help synthesis of raw materials for its penicillin
AHP upgrade its facilities and expand its products. This would absorb about half the
capacity. For several years, the company had chemical plant's capacity. Additional produc-
been unable to fill all orders for its products, tion would be sold to other pharmaceutical
though operating at full capacity. At the same formulators in the region.
time, the company was burdened with very
high receivables, often 80 percent or more of This vertical integration was expected to
sales. Full payment on bulk sales, in particu- lower Al Hikma's cost of inputs, save foreign
lar, could take two years. The company tried exchange, generate additional revenue for
to remedy the resulting liquidity problems AHI, and widen its market access. Al Hikma
through expensive short-term borrowings and was expected to be the only Gulf producer of
discounting up to 70 percent of its receiv- raw materials for penicillin products for the
ables. These stop-gap measures gave only foreseeable future. Its lower cost compared
partial relief and could not, in any case, be with that of European suppliers would give it
sustained in the long term. the edge in supplying the 25 formulation

plants slated to begin operations in the Gulf
To alleviate these difficulties, AHP decided to by 2000. With the addition of the chemical
expand capacity and manufacture more prod- plant, AHI would become an integrated sup-
ucts under license. To enhance its status as a plier, giving it access to some Gulf country
Good Manufacturing Practices company, the markets closed to nonintegrated producers by
company had to separate production of peni- local government regulations.
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As it turned out, AHI cncountered significant Since start-up, the plant has operated at 20
prohlems in developing the chemical plant. percent to 30 percent of capacity.
Production and quality control difficulties
took much longer to overcome than had been A third IFC investment was approved in
anticipated. In addition, expectations of grow- February 1993. It entailed a loan of S5 million
ing demand and little or no competition in the to help finance construction of a new oral
region proved too optimistic. The plant has cephalosporin plant in Jordan, further upgrad-
not yet reached full capacity, and, as a result, ing of the pharmaceutical plant, and the
production costs have been consistently high- upgrading and expansion of the chemical
er than forecast. Idled during the installation plant. Because the company planned to
of a line to handle new sterile products, the export to the United States, it needed the new
plant is expected to be fully operational dur- cephalosporin plant to meet FDA certification
ing 1998. requirements for separate facilities for

cephalosporin and penicillin. The project has
The state-of-the-art plant in Portugal has also been completed, the FDA preinspection has
had some difficulties. It was to serve as an been positive, and, i l Im ;to the company,
export platform, mainly to supply the final approval for bulk cefadroxil is imminent.

14 European market, with the United States and In the meantime, Al Hikma has obtained FDA
North Africa as secondary markets. Portugal clearance and is exporting an analgesic tablet
was selected over otlher possible sites in to the U.S. market.
Europe because of its low operating costs,
well-trained labor force, easy access to the FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
large European market, and investment incen-
tives from the European Union (EU). The Al Hikma conmpanies have turnecd in a

mixed financial performance. AHP in Jordan,
The plant in Portugal produces injectable operating in competitive local and foreign
antibiotics, a product line with which the markets, has been consistently profitable. The
company has had substantial experience and cephalosporin products have been high earn-
can maintain high quality standards. At the ers because of relatively weak competition in
time of the investment, Portugal was a $650 the Middle East and the company's experience
million market, growing at 25 percent annual- with production and marketing. More recent-
ly, while the EU as a whole accounted for ly, recession and long payment delays in Al
some 30 percent of global annual sales. Hikma's major Middle East markets, especial-

ly Saudi Arabia, have cut profitability. The
Construction of the plant was completed in chemical plant continues to struggle with
1993, and production started that fall, behind problems of technology, product strategy. and
schedule, mainly because of construction per- management.
mit delays. Construction costs xvere almost
double the budgeted amount because of spec- NWest-Ward U.S.A was disqualified by the FDA
ification upgrades for both machinery and shortly after Al Hikma bought the company
plant layout to improve product quality and because of problems under the previous owII-
raise production capacity. To accommodate ers. Al Hikma took steps that led to renewed
changes in the FDA's technical requirements FDA certification. and since 1993, when the
for sterile areas, Al Hikma, in consultation company reached the break-even point in
w ith its licensors Fujisawa and SKF, decided to terms of profitability, the financial situation
redesign the plant to bring it into full compli- has improved.
ance with FDA regulations. In a further com-
plication, demand projections justifying an The operation in Portugal has progressed
expansion of capacity proved overly opti- more slowly than forecast and, except for a
mistic, and the need for a solid marketing net- short time, has not been profitable. Its pene-
work throughout Europe was underestimated. tration of the European market has been lim-
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ited, and most of its output is sold intercom- Corporation's reputation. Company represen-
pany to Al Hikma in Jordan. tatives said that IFC's involvement made it eas-

ier to attract capital from other sources: "IFC's
I F C 'S A DVI SO RY R O L E involvement gave the projects a recognized

seal of approval."
Technical assistance from IFC has been at
least as important as its loans to Al Hikma's The company's efforts to expand its operations
development. With the help of IFC staff and outside the Middle East and build an extensive
consultants, the company has moved toward international network of production and
global best practices in manufacturing, prod- marketing facilities have met with skepticism
uct safety, and environmental procedures. among IFC staff, in view of the difficulties
Among other things, IFC arranged for a GMP experienced by the company's U.S. and Portu-
audit that revealed that AHI was following guese operations. When Al Hikma was formu-
sound manufacturing practices but had room lating its strategy for geographical expansion
for improvement in several areas. For exam- and diversification, IFC was ultimately support-
ple, AHI needed to improve its methods and ivc but did suggest a phased expansion, start-
systems for storage and labeling to minimize ing with a marketing operation, followed by
the risk of mislabeling products. The auditors third-party manufacturing, and, only if warrant- 15
recommended the installation of a computer- ed, company-owned facilities.
ized system to complement the colored-tag
system to differentiate quarantined, released, D EVE L O P M E NT I M PACT
and rejected products. and timely labeling and
disposal of all waste chemicals. The company The company's contribution to development
took steps to address these issues, action is difficult to measure because pharmaceutical
instrumental in securing FDA certification. production of the type undertaken by Al

Hikma has generated few backward or for-
On IFC's advice, a safety audit was also con- ward linkages. Most inputs and raw materials
ducted. The company responded by appoint- are either imported or manufactured in-house,
ing a safety engineer responsible for carrying and forward linkages are limited to retail
out the audit recommendations and for regu- sales. The company contributes to public rev-
lar monitoring of the situation. enues, but most of its imports are exempt

from duties, and corporate taxes for manufac-
In retrospect, company staff believed that Al turing firms have been reduced.
Hikma would probably have achieved these
improvements on its own but that IFC's advice There are, however, important unquantifiable
was valuable in accelerating the process and impacts. Al Hikma has played a pioneering
in minimizing the risk of mistakes. role in developing Jordan's pharmaceutical

industry and has generated new jobs for
During its long association with IFC. the com- skilled labor in a quality-sensitive field. It has
pany .irl-I, expanded its operations. It trained its work force, provided foreign
increased its sales, extended its range of prod- exchange earnings, and improved Jordan's
ucts, entered new markets, and established image as a place where entrepreneurs can
fully owned plants or joint ventures with local succeed. Last, but hardly least, it has improved
partners abroad. Company staff credit IFC public health by making a stable supply of
with providing them with numerous contacts medicines available at affordable prices.
that helped them secure finance, establish for-
mal or informal business relationships, and Providing Innovation
build marketing channels. AHI management realized early on that inno-

vation and the use of new technology would
Though difficult to quantify, another impor- be essential for the company to be successful
tant IFC contribution derives from the in a highly competitive industry. Although
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AHP has its own research and development Some forward linkages are generated through
department. it has often found collaborating retail sales. Such sales, however, cannot he
with other pharmaceutical companies and considered incremental, since alternative pro-
benefiting from their research findings ducers either in the country or abroad would
more cost effective than in-house R&D. have supplied the market.
Accordingly, AHP has been producing a
number of products under license from major Total investment in the construction of facili-
pharmaceutical companies, including Eli Lilly, ties in Jordan amounted to about $12 million.
Fujisawa, and SKEF. In almost every case, An estimated 15 percent of this, S1.8 million.
these companies extended technical assis- was spent locally for materials and labor.
tance to Al Hikma to ensure product quality which helped the country's construction
and control costs. industrv.

The conmpany's desire to reach the U.S. mar- Creating jobs
ket has also pushed it to the forefront of As the company's operations have increased,
innovation. To receive the mandatory FDA so has employment. In 1979, the company
approval for imports into the United States had 35 employees; it now has 530 employees,

16 and similar approval from other countries, all Jordanian citizens, working in Jordan. They
the company had to adopt practices ensur- are divided by skill level as follows:
ing product safety and compliance with
GMP. Level of 1979 1996

Education (percent of total) (percent of total)

Demonstrating Success Secondary or less 36 21
When established in 1979, Al Hikma was one Postsecondary, 2-year 9 32
of only three pharmaceutical firms in Jordan. University, 4-year 36 36
They were the pioneers that helped the indus- M.S. degree 9 4
try become a success story. Eighteen Doctorate 10 7
Jordanian-owned pharmaceutical companies
now manufacture in Jordan, and 12 of them
are listed on the Amman Stock Exchange. The company's operations in Jordan generate

a payroll, including fringe benefits, of about
Though impressive, this growth has resulted $204.000 for each of 13 pay periods, with an
in an excess of capacity over demand in the annual payroll of S2.66 million. This amount
local market, and the regional market may includes wages as well as contributions to
also be saturated. Major restructuring is likely social security and deposits in an employee
as alliances are established, weaker compa- savings fund. The company also rewards out-
nies are absorbed by their stronger competi- standing employee performance with cash
tors, and joint ventures are formed among bonuses, incentives, and company shares.
local or foreign companies. AHI salaries and benefits are well above the

average in Jordan.
Few Links to Local Suppliers
The projects have developed few backward About 25 percent of all employees are women.
linkages in Jordan. The company is partially Three women hold managerial positions (in
integrated vertically, which limits procurement marketing, operations, and quality control).
from local suppliers. Practically all raw and The company provides nursery care for the
intermediate materials are imported for use in children of qualified female employees.
either the AHP plant or the chemicals plant.
Only raw materials for use in the company's Providing Training
packaging line are procured locally. Of the The company is very active in providing
$2.6 million spent on packaging materials in employee training. All staff undergo formal
1996, 70 percent went for local purchases. on-the-job training, especially with respect to
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product quality control and employee safety. Bolstering Foreign Exchange Position
A number of the company's current employ- Al Hikma has made a major contribution to
ees have had their education sponsored the country's foreign exchange position.
by the company: three earning bachelor's When IFC first invested in the company,
degrees, five master's degrees, and three doc- Jordan relied on imports for an estimated 80
torates. AHI also contributes to the school fees percent of its domestic demand for pharma-
of children of selected employees. ceuticals. Although comparable data are not

readily available today, there is no question
A company scholarship fund helps train young that dependence on imports has been dramat-
Arab doctors in the fields of cardiology. inter- ically reduced, thanks to Al Hikma's produc-
nal medicine, rehabilitation, and nephrology. tion and its role in encouraging other
The scholarship provides an annual salary and Jordanian entrepreneurs to produce pharma-
compensation for board and transportation. It ceuticals.
also provides training for personnel from
Jordan's Ministry of Health. AHP exports between 75 percent and 80 per-

cent of its production, generating about $19
Fiscal Impact million in foreign exchange earnings in 1996.
AHI contributes to government revenues The company's imported raw materials and 17
through corporate taxes, around $2 million a intermediate products cost $13 million in
year until 1995. After tax reform for manufac- 1996, leaving net foreign exchange earnings
turing enterprises, AHI's tax payment in 1996 of about S6 million for the year.
amounted to slightly more than $1 million. In
addition, the company pays $275,000 a year in Protecting the Environment
social security contributions. Al Hikma has been an environmentally con-

scientious company. As a result of IFC partic-
Like other pharmaceutical companies, Al ipation, environmental and safety audits of the
Hikma is exempt from most import duties. Its company's Jordanian operations were carried
contribution to public revenues through out. Although the company's practices were
import levies is about $350,000 annually. generally adequate, some discrepancies were
Apart from subsidized interest-rate export found. The improvements suggested were
finance, available to all exporters from the well received by management and staff. To
central bank, the company receives no special implement the audits' recommendations and
services from the government. to monitor the situation on a continuing

basis, the company created a new position of
Improving Health Safety, Loss Prevention, and Environmental
By making medicines available to the public Protection Engineer.
at prices generally lower than those of com-
parable imported medicines, Al Hikma has At present, the company complies with World
helped improve Jordan's standard of living. Bank environmental guidelines. All water

used in the plants undergoes biological treat-
The company has also established a medical ment before disposal, special filters have been
information center and a medical database installed to purify exhaust air, and solid waste
available to physicians, pharmacists, and med- is properly transported to the local dump for
ical students. It has sponsored free medical incineration.
treatment programs on a regular basis and has
donated medicines to Algeria, Armenia, Raising Questions about Follow-Up
Bosnia, Iraq, and Sudan. It has also con- Investments
tributed oral rehydration salts to United The company's strategy continues to aim at
Nations Children's Fund-World Health diversifying its operations into different mar-
Organization programs to combat diarrhea in kets outside Jordan and the Middle East for
developing countries. two reasons: to take advantage of proximity to
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those markets, thus spreading the business developed countries? In the case of AHI, IFC
risk, and also to minimize political risk. AHI helped the company expand in Jordan and
has set up operations in Egypt, Portugal, Saudi subsequently in both Jordan and Portugal. The
Arabia, Tunisia, and the United States. It is company also invested in the United States,
now looking into opportunities in China, the although IFC was not directly involved in this
Czech Republic, Indonesia, Italy, and other undertaking, Al Hikma's management pointed
countries. out that the investment made good business

sense at that time. It enhanced the company's
This strategy has raised some business-related knowledge of the international market,
questions about the company's capacity to allowed for on-site training of its staff, and, in
manage so ambitious an expansion. It also rais- the case of the U.S. company, provided a bet-
es a question about the development impact of ter understanding of FDA regulations. Whether
IFC investments. Is IFCs objective of helping these overseas investments contributed to
developing countries to grow well served Jordan's development more than comparable
when gains on an investment in a developing investments in Jordan itself would have can he
country are used for follow-up investments in argued either way.

18
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A modest infusion of capital in the right busi-

ness at the right time can produce ample

financial and development rewards.To IFC, an

investor equally interested in both, the poul-

try business seemed like a natural inTanzania,

a country with a per capita income of only

$200.Tanbreed, a company producing chicks,

has strong ties to smallholders, mainly

women, who make a living fattening chickens

to be eaten in restaurants or at home.

WALTER ELKAN
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TANBREED

It is not always easy to find projects in Africa for prospective borrowers. IFC/AEF provided
that promise to be financially sound. But a consultants who helped the company upgrade
poultry business in Tanzania is not only point- its environmental practices to World Bank
ed toward commercial success, but also creat- standards. IFC/AEF also provided some tech-
ing new business opportunities for its cus- nical assistance in disease prevention and
tomers and suppliers-and improving people's control.
diets.

COUNTRY OVERVIEW
In 1994, IFC's African Enterprise Fund (AEF)
lent $1 million to Tanzania Breeders and With per person income of only $200 a year,
Feedmills Ltd (Tanbreed), a poultry company Tanzania is one of Africa's poorest countries.
started in 1992 at Mbezi, some 20 km from Its 30 million people are scattered over a vast
Dar-es-Salaam, the capital. Tanbreed, which area. Land around Dar-es-Salaam is more
sells day-old chicks (DOCs) to farmers and fat- densely populated, as are the fertile regions
tens the rest of its hatchlings for frozen broiler around Lake Victoria, between Moshi and
meat, is an outgrowth of Interchick, a chicken Arusha, and the Southern Highlands.
feed producer. Both Tanbreed and Interchick
are universally referred to as Interchick, which Tanzania is overwhelmingly agricultural and
is also the brand name of the chicken feed. farmed by smallholders. Cotton, coffee, and

cashew nuts are grown commercially.
AEF was established to support African busi- Plantation-grown sisal, once the largest cash
nesses that need smaller loans than IFC nor- crop. has been largely displaced by much
mally processes. Other than the loan, IFC/AFF cheaper synthetic fibers. Tanzania's first
input was relatively limited with two impor- attempt to industrialize after independence
tant exceptions. Although the company's was thwarted by dogmatic economic policies
operations conformed to local environmental that virtually guaranteed failure. Since former
guidelines, these were less stringent than president Nyerere stepped down a decade
those established by the World Bank Group ago, attempts have been made to turn what
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was essentially a command economy into a are sold and 300,000 retained for fattening and
market economy. Farmers are free to sell sur- subsequent slaughter, freezing, and sale as
pluses. Private companies are being encour- frozen meat. Of the total output of DOCs,
aged to take over former state-run businesses. roughly 75 percent are broilers (for meat) and
Many controls. including controls over foreign 25 percent are layers (for eggs). All Interchick-
exchange laws, have been scrapped, and fattened DOCs are broilers; the company sells
macroeconomic stability is being restored by no eggs. Its total production of chicken feed
curbing government expenditure. After amounts to some 36,000 tons a year. The com-
decades of declining incomes, the new pany also sells a small amount of the vaccine
approach is beginning to pay off. that must be added to the chickens' drinking

water. Though vaccinated before sale. chick-
C O M PA N Y G O A L S ens are disease prone and need revaccination

during their period of fattening. The DOCs are
Tanbreed was formed to expand the supply of sold two days a week from headquarters and
day-old chicks for direct sale to farmers and from five other outlets in the Dar-es-Salaam
for fattening. processing, and sale as the com- and coastal regions. About a quarter are
pany's own new line of frozen chicken to up- shipped by bus or air to other parts of

20 scale retail outlets. Instead of expanding. the Tanzania. None are yet exported, despite plans
original Interchick Ltd, founded in 1988, to export about 20 percent. Exporting has
formed a new company to take advantage of proved troublesome, and the fast-growing
investment incentives under the Investment domestic market saps any incentive to export.
Protection Charter. These incentives included
a seven-year tax holiday and duty-free import Feed is sold in bags made and printed on the
of plant, machinery, and the initial supply of premises from bagging material imported
breeder chickens. But Tanbreed receives no from Taiwan. It is sold partly from the factory
subsidies on any of its current inputs. gate but mainly through more than 60 agents

in the Dar-es-Salaam and coastal regions and
The production of chicken feed was left in the another 25 agents in the rest of Tanzania.
hands of Interchick, and the new company Feed is sold in 50-kg bags; 36,000 tons is the
took over or initiated all other activities. equivalent of some 720,000 bags.
Nonetheless, the two companies remain close-
ly linked except in an accounting sense. They Both companies are profitable and have used
submit separate accounts but under the same their profits to expand production by building
ownership. Located on 11 adjacent industrial and acquiring additional plant. In 1995, the
plots totaling 14 hectares, they use the same net profit of Tanbreed alone was S55,000.
offices, they come under the same Tanzanian Sales of DOCs have expanded rapidly:
general manager. and their products are com-
plementary. Although the feed is available on Year Numbers Sold
the market, most of it is bought by chick pur- 1991 1,800,000
chasers who are told that the Interchick feed 1992 2,000,000
balanced diet is their best guarantee of com- 1993 2,700,000
mercial success. Interchick justifies its slightly 1994 2,900,000
above-market prices on the grounds of con- 1995 4,300,000
sistently superior quality. Whenever input
price changes force a change in ingredients,
Interchick feed is carefully rebalanced, with Between 1991 and 1995, sales increased by
the help of a computer program, to maintain 140 percent. Each year since the IFC loan in
nutritional value. 1992, the company has ploughed back its prof-

its to expand production, in anticipation of
Together, the companies produce nearly 5 mil- increased demand. If economic growth accel-
lion day-old chicks a year, of which 4.5 million erates as expected, there is every reason to
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expect a continued expansion of demand for standing arrangement. Some farmers own and
chickens and eggs. Until recently, Interchick supply their own food shops.
had only one real competitor.

DEVELOPMENT IMPACT
THE MARKET FOR
C H I C K E N S A N D E G G S At a time when export-oriented activities are

being emphasized, this project is atypical,
The market for commercially produced chick- designed mainly to serve the domestic market.
en and eggs is essentially urban, predomi- The venture is not shielded from domestic
nantly in Dar-es-Salaam. Commercial poultry competition except by the size of its opera-
keeping has concentrated on that market. tion, and it receives no tariff protection from
Most chickens raised in rural areas are free- competing imports. DOCs or hatching eggs
range, feeding on whatever they find, and are imported from time to time from
their owners eat most of their eggs and meat. Botswana, Kenya, Uganda, Zambia, and
Occasionally, the owners sells these products Zimbabwe, destined for towns nearer their
for cash in the local market, but since most borders than to Dar-es-Salaam. The project's
people keep a few chickens, the rural market orientation toward import substitution in no
is quite small. way detracts from its intended developmental 21

impact. It is creating jobs, providing new busi-
In the towns, and especially Dar-es-Salaam, ness opportunities for private entrepreneurs,
the market for chickens and eggs has grown transferring knowledge and technology,
with urbanization and rising incomes. The improving local diets and living conditions,
population of Dar-es-Salaam was 1.4 million and conserving foreign exchange.
in the 1988 census and twice as high in the
latest official estimate, but it is unofficially Creating Jobs
thought to be close to 3.5 million. Mwanza, The economic impact of Interchick ripples
Arusha, Tanga, Dodoma, and Iringa, though outward from the company's own activities to
much smaller, have also grown rapidly. its customers and suppliers.
People living in towns buy most of their own
food, instead of producing their own, and Interchick has about 540 established employ-
those who can afford them buy chicken meat ees and some 50 to 100 temporary workers at
and eggs. any one time. This makes it a large employer

by Tanzanian standards (see Table 3.1). Most
In towns, booming commercial activity, both of them work at the company's headquarters
formal and informal, has increased the ranks 20 km from the center of Dar-es-Salaam.
of consumers who can buy chicken and eggs. Others work at Interchick's four shops strate-
The most visible buyers are international busi- gically scattered around the city and a new
ness and tourist hotels as well as butchers or shop, selling DOCs and feed in Kibaha. a
stores that cater to the expatriate, Asian, and nearby regional capital. The company also has
indigenous middle class. But less visible buy- four butcheries selling frozen chickens and
ers may buy more: consumers much lower chicken pieces. each with two or three
down the income scale; the many small eating employees. Most of the shopkeepers, like
places that are not frequented by expatriates, their customers, are women. In the plant,
tourists, or the middle classes; and the street most of the employees are men, but women
sellers of roast chicken pieces and boiled eggs. sew the feed bags, do other manual work, and

perform some clerical work.
Poultry farmers around Dar-es-Salaam,
Mwanza, ancd the other towns either sell their Some of the management and other key
chickens or eggs to itinerant middlemen or employees are provided with local accommo-
deliver them to street markets, hotels, shops, dations. Except for the chief accountant, who
or restaurants with which they may have a is Goan, all employees, including the general
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poultry farmers, employ someone to lookTable 3.1 Interchick Employment and Gross Pay after i ar ger poultr kers
after the chickens. The larger poultrv keepers,

Total Pay (in US. dollars) who may have as many as 6,000 birds,
Numbers Employeda Per month Per year Per year per person employ a manager as well as several keepers.

Managerial 21 7,400 88,800 4,230 In the ahsence of official statistics, however,
Others 521 60,600 727,200 1,400 any estimate of total numbers is just a guess.
Tother 5421 680600 727,200 1,400 z
Total 542 68,000 816,000 1,5 00 b Providing Business Opportunities

Interchick's principal activity is selling day-
Note: Gross pay means before tax and social security deductions. old chicks to poultry farmers Most customers
a. The figures exclude temporary workers.
b. Converted at the rate of ShsT650 = are women, and virtually all of them live on

small holdings on the outskirts of Dar-es-
Source: Interchick/Tanbreed. Salaam. In the Dar-es-Salaam and coastal

regions, Interchick supplies about 80 percent

manager, are Tanzanian. Most employees live of all DOCs but less of the feed. For DOGs
in their own houses in the vicinity. The met- and frozen meat, Interchick has only one siz-
ropolitan area of Dar-es-Salaam is fairly able competitor and a handful of much small-

22 denselv populated, and Interchick has no dif- er ones. The market for feed, produced by a
ficulty recruiting employees at any level. They number of millers, is much more competitive.
are trained on the job. Interchick has some 60 agents who drive

company trucks in and around lDar-es-

Because chickens are disease prone and strict Salaam, delivering the unwieldy 50-kg bags
employee hygiene is essential, entry to the of feed to purchasers. Transport contractors
chicken house is restricted for everyone. A make deliveries by road to 25 additional
dispensary on the premises deals with minor agents around the other towns. Agents sell at
ailments or accidents. prices set hy Interchick and receive a com-

mission of about SO.50 per bag retailing lor

Ordinary workers at Interchick receive about about $10. The company pays a bonus to any
seven times the national average, assumed to agent who agrees to sell Interchick feed
be $200 per person, twice the official figure. exclusively.
Most of the wvorkers have also inherited or
acquired small holdings in the vicinity, which Interchick sells an average of 65,000 broiler
provide them and their families not only with and 24,000 layer DOCs a week, plus 9,000 to
housing and part of their food but often with 11,000 50-kg bags of feed (Table 3.2).
additional cash income from crop or livestock
sales. In the absence of the poultry operation, The demand for broilers follows seasonal vari-
most of the employees would probably have ations. Although demand is steady, there are
to take a bus to work at jobs in Dar-es-Salaam. well-known seasonal peaks. Because people

like to buy chickens at Christmas, Easter, and

Additional employment is not confined to the Muslim holidays. poultry keepers try to
Interchick proper. Many of its customers, the bring more to the market in time for these fes-

tivals. That means demand for broiler DOCs
Table 3.2 goes up some eight weeks earlier. Even so,
Sales of Day-Old Chicks and Feed meat prices usually go up during these festi-

vals, which further encourages production.
Average Price

Average per Week (in U.S. dollars) Just how many poultry farmers there are is

Broilers 65,000 65 per 100 almost impossible to estimate. Interchick and
Layers 24,000 90 per 100 other informed observers think there are
Feed 9,000 to 11,000 bags 10 per bag approximately 1.500 to 2,000 around Dar-es-

Salaam.
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Other companies produced day-old chicks to bring 200 broiler birds to market is likely to
before Interchick appeared on the scene in be about S500.
1988. Three werc parastatals that are being pri-
vatized or that have stopped producing DOCs. If the farmer wants to produce eggs, start-up
But even the largest of these, the Kibaha costs, including a laying house, transport, and
Educational Center, which received substantial labor, will be close to $1,000. After 20 weeks,
support from the Food and Agriculture the chickens begin to lay. From then on, egg
Organization (FAO), turned out only 6,000 sales more than cover the cost of feed (grow-
DOCs a week. The number of poultry farmers ers' mash). Production reaches the maximum
was therefore much smaller. The expansion in of 900 eggs a week for 28 weeks. Layers, usu-
the number of poultry farmers is closely linked ally kept for about two years, have two peri-
to the growth of Interchick. ods of maximum laying.

Poultry farmers are unlike cotton and coffee WTaiting 7 weeks to recover $500 or 20 weeks
farmers. Their start-up costs are higher, and to recover $1,000 is simply beyond the finan-
they have to stay close to a town to tap their cial capabilities of most Tanzanian small hold-
market. When cotton and coffee were intro- ers, if they can raise these amounts to begin
duced to Tanzania, seeds or plants were dis- with. No bank is likely to lend them $500, let 23
tributed free of charge and were planted on alone $1,000, because chicken raising is a
empty land by underemployed labor. risky business. If they can borrow at all, they
Middlemen collected and bulked the crops will probably pay at least 35 percent interest,
and bore the major capital costs of transport- which would almost certainly make the oper-
ing, ginning, or hulling. Between planting and ation unprofitable.
harvest, farmers still had the food they grew
to eat themselves. Chicken farmers, therefore, are unlikely to be

typical Tanzanian small holders. Women have
The amount of money it takes to start a poul- always looked after the chickens in most of
try business is beyond the reach of typical" Africa, so it is not surprising that many or
Tanzanian farmers. A new farmer has to buy even most of the commercial chicken farmers
at least 100 DOCs and much more commonly are women. But how do these women find
200. Two hundred broiler DOCs cost $130. the start-up monev? The answer appears to be
Feeding them for about eight weeks to a that typically they fall into one of three cate-
weight of about 1.6 kg takes 15 bags of feed, gories. Some are the wives of men with
costing $150. Vaccines against Newcastle and middle-income jobs in the civil service or else-
Gumboro disease, medication, and charcoal where or of men who own businesses in such
for brooding add a further $110. If the farmer areas as construction or transport. Others
wants eventually to have, say, 1,000 chickens belong to a social circle of middle-incorme
at a time, it is better to build a large enough friends or relatives willing to share the start-up
chicken house immediately, instead of starting costs. Still others may themselves have, or
all over again later. The vaccine for the chick- have had, middle-income jobs.
ens' drinking water is expensive because it
cannot be bought in small enough amounts Commercial poultry raising is not for the total-
for 200 birds. The smallest vial on the market ly uneducated. It is a delicate, problem-laden
will treat 1,000 birds, so that someone with operation. One DOC in 10 fails to reach matu-
only 200 birds wastes most of it. rity. V7accines have to be administered at the

right time and in the right doses. Feeding has
There are other costs, too. Chicks have to be to be carefully controlled. And the farmer has
shipped first to the farm for fattening and to know what to do when young chickens
seven weeks later to the point of sale. There become ill, as they often do. Successful poul-
are transport bills for feed and sometimes try keeping therefore presupposes a certain
expenses for outside labor. All told, the outlay level of education, which further supports the
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contention that middle-income earners or even manv more. One farm near the factory
their wives predominate in the industry. has 6,000 broilers divided into three lots of

2,000, due to mature at two- to three-week
One other group of people has been drawn intervals, and also has 4,000 lavers yielding
into poultry farming: middle-level govern- 2,400 eggs a day. The farm also has some 30
ment officials who have been made redun- dairy cows yielding 85 liters of milk a day and
dant and who have used their severance pay eight acres of land devoted to bananas,
to get started. That option has been open coconuts, vegetables. and maize. The wvoman
only to those who have small holdings on in charge maintains a well-stockedl grocery
the outskirts of Dar-es-Salaam. Most middle- store in the most affluent part of Dar-es-Salaam,
level town dwellers have a small holding an outlet for part of the farm's produce. HIer
somewhere in the country, but poultry keep- husband is a building contractor. A manager
ing depends on being close to the urban looks after the farm. Some 30 to 50 poultry
market. keepers in the Dar-es-Salaam and coastal

regions are thought to operate on a similarly
The Bottom Line large scale. Most started with 200 DOCs and
How profitable is poultry keeping? Interchick gradually expanded to gain the advantage of

24 estimates that if 9 out of 10 DOCs survive, forward linkage. For instance, JM Industries
someone starting with 200 broilers should be keeps 6,000 chickens as well as cattle and pigs,
able to make a net profit of $85 after 7 weeks. grows fruit, and owns and supplies four hotels.
In the case of layers, the profit is $171 a Another farm owns strategically located shops.
month during the 28-week laying season, with Many who may not own outlets have standing
the initial 20-week start-up costs to be recov- orders from large customers.
ered upon sale of the birds. Continuous pro-
duction (six lots of 200 broilers or, in the case Large poultry keepers face larger risks. An
of layers, one 28-week laying season) should outbreak of Newcastle disease can wipe OUt
yield a net annual profit of $500 for broilers or an entire stock. Losses can be equally devas-
$1,000 for layers. tating as a result of a temporary fall in price at

a critical moment. Diversification may enable
These figures, though broadly corroborated them to bear risks better than the small oper-
by farmers, are based on Interchick's own ators. There are also economies of scale. espe-
somewhat optimistic calculations, which they cially in the cost of transport and vaccine.
distribute in a leaflet to prospective cus- Large buyers of chicken feed have it delivered
tomers. They leave out fixed capital, transport, to them free of charge, and each dose of vac-
and labor costs, and in the case of broilers cine costs less if bought for thousands instead
they have made an assumption that is rarely of hundreds of birds.
the case-that all chickens are sold within two
months of purchase and that the stock is then Fostering Entrepreneurship
immediately replenished, six times a year. To be successful, entrepreneurs must recog-
Price and demand fluctuate more for broilers nize profitable opportunities, act upon them.
than for eggs, and casual observation suggests and have the managerial capacity to see them
that few of the small poultry keepers with through. In all three respects, poultry keeping
their stock of 200 keep at it all year round. does much to foster the elements of entrepre-
Any delay in finding buyers for the broilers, neurial success, and it provides opportunities
moreover, immediately raises costs because to many people who can afford to begin on
the birds continue to eat, and the cost of that only a small scale. Successful poultry farmers
additional feed is not usually fully recaptured can gradually increase the size of their opera-
upon sale. tion and may eventually diversify by adding

livestock, fruit, vegetables, and other crops.
Although most poultry keepers seem to stick Or they may link forward by acquiring outlets
with 200 birds at a time, some do keep more, for what they produce.
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It takes entrepreneurial foresight to anticipate to waste. Feed producers give farmers, fisher-
when the meat and egg markets will be most men, ginneries, and hulleries a market for
buoyant and to marshal the resources at just products they could never sell elsewhere.
the right moment. Orders for DOCs have to be
placed, and partly paid for, at least two weeks The only ingredients of feed that cannot be
in advance or longer before festivals and locally produced are vitamin mixes. These
other known peak periods of demand. ingredients have to be imported, costing

about $1 million annually in foreign ex-
Decisions must also be made on feed: change, between 10 and 15 percent of total
whether to buy Interchick's feed or to use a input costs.
competitor's, or whether to mix or supple-
ment them. If supplementing the feed with Besides providing farmers and fishermen with
extra fishmeal shortens the fattening period, income, feed production and DOC sales to
the extra cost of the fishmeal can be saved in outlying areas open income-earning opportu-
basic feed, and money is tied up for a shorter nities for a legion of middlemen and transport
period. Decisions of this kind cultivate an contractors. Interclhick buys in such quantities
aptitude for business that may be applied to that direct purchase from farmers would be
future activities. inefficient. A quantitative estimate is impossi- 25

ble, but a firm that produces some 36,000 tons
Providing a Market of feed a year has a significant impact on
for Domestic Suppliers ingredient suppliers.
Interchick not only provides employment and
enables poultry farmers to earn a livelihood Transferring Knowledge
by supplying them with good quality day-old and Technology
chicks but also purchases a great variety of Poultry raising is a skilled business, full of pit-
ingredients for its feed. Ninety percent of falls for the unwary. Interchick not only has
these ingredients are domestically produced. introduced sophisticated methods into its own
including maize, cotton seed cake, cassava, operation and taught its own employees what
and dried fish. Interchick offers income- to do but also has given its customers a great
earning opportunities to producers, traders, deal of advice. Interchick has produced a
and transporters of these ingredients. The number of leaflets in Swahili on different
ingredients vary from time to time, depending aspects of poultry keeping and has distributed
on input prices. For instance, when the price them to its customers free of charge.
of fish from Lake Victoria rose steeply after Customers buying DOCs can also receive
bulk purchases for Rwandan refugees in the advice from staff at the outlets on anything
area, other forms of protein were substituted from feedstuffs, vaccines, medication, and
for fishmeal. A computer program is used to need for careful hygiene to thc sizc of chick-
ensure that the proportion of carbohydrates, en houses and what to put on their floors.
protein, and other nutrients remains constant.
Producing feed requires business acumen to The company employs two senior technical
determine how to minimize the cost of inputs. sales representatives ("extension officers")
Choosing the right ingredients at the right and three assistants who visit farmers to give
time is crucial. Interchick has an advantage advice when someone has a problem-or
over some of its smaller competitors in that it sometimes they come uninvited. The two
has sufficient working capital to hold stocks. senior officers have overseas diplomas in
It can buy in advance of requirement when poultry keeping, and the others, too, have
prices are at their lowest. some form of qualification. In prebudget-cut

days, the Government Veterinary Service
The ingredients of feed include hulls and bran would have offered those services. Today the
and some very small fish that are not fit for government either cannot afford to do so or is
human consumption and would otherwise go introducing fees on the grounds that farmers
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who benefit financially from advice should ply of DOCs from satisfactory overseas grand-
help bear the cost. parent stock. Its one serious competitor had a

checkered history and could not have been
Interchick charges no fees for advice. It sees relied on to bring about the steady increase in
the service provided by its representatives as supply that has occurred. Importing chicken
a means of helping customers succeed in the meat and eggs would not have been a viable
business as well as promoting sales. The com- alternative. Imported meat would have had to
pany retains one trained veterinarian in the be frozen, posing major problems of distribu-
Dar-es-Salaam area to deal with problems that tion in a tropical climate where few people
are beyond the extension officers. As always have refrigerators. Keeping chickens alive until
in this kind of situation, the larger poultry they are wanted for cooking is much easier and
keepers get a disproportionate share of the cheaper. Eggs could be imported only by air
extension officers' time, and smaller farmers and would then cost much more than local
with access to a telephone or transport get eggs. Without a doubt. Interchick has made an
more than those without. identifiable contribution toward an improved

diet for many, many people.
Interchick is also setting up a farmers club to

26 run training seminars, provide free vaccines, Using Foreign Exchange Efficiently
supervise the vaccination process, and gener- Interchick is free from the protective measures
ally promote disease control to combat the once associated with import-substituting
high premature death rate among chickens industrialization. The Tanzanian currency is
resulting from poor disease control and man- no longer artificially overvalued, there are no
agement. The club will especially help farm- exchange controls, and there are no protec-
ers who want to keep poultry for the first time tive import duties or licenses. Nor are there
and will provide a venue where they can domestic barriers to entry into the production
trade their experiences. of day-old chicks, frozen meat, or feed. In the

case of day-old chicks, the only barrier to
Improving Diet entry is the sheer size of Interchick and a mar-
Tanzania, a very low-income country. has a keting network that might be expected to
lower per capita consumption of meat and deter others from attempting to enter this
eggs than most other countries. Nevertheless, industry. In the case of frozen meat, it has at
its average calorie intake-2,250 Kcal a day by least one serious competitor. but the high cap-
FAO estimates-is slightly above the 2,007 ital cost of processing chickens into frozen
Kcal average for Sub-Saharan Africa as a meat and distributing it in refrigerated vans
whole. In common with other Sub-Saharan may deter newcomers.
African countries, protein deficiency is vide-
spread, and any increase in commercially pro- In one sense. Interchick is protected from for-
duced poultry and eggs is welcome. eign competition for its processed (frozen)

meat. Frozen chickens can be imported cheap-
Agricultural production statistics are notorious- ly from France, but the population of Dar-es-
lv unreliable. According to the Ministry of Salaam and the coastal region is predominantly
Agriculture, however, in the early 1990s Muslim. Muslims will eat only meat slaughtered
Tanzania had the lowest meat and egg produc- in accordance with dietary laws (Halal). which
tion per head in East Africa-0.65 kg of meat a is what Interchick provides. Most imported
year and 9 to 10 eggs. This is low by any stan- meat would not satisfy this requirement.
dard. A great expansion of poultry production
and consumption has resulted partly from the Interchick does not export, although it might
liberalization of the economy and, in particular, attempt to do so in years to come if the domes-
from the removal of price controls on meat and tic market becomes less buoyant. Nor do any
eggs. But it took an efficient and well-financed of its poultry-farmer customers appear to
firm like Interchick to increase rapidly the sup- export, although there may be some cross-
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border trade, especially around Mwanza. further increased feed prices. These factors
Interchick is therefore a net user of foreign reduced outgrowers' demand for both feed
exchange, importing all its machinery and vehi- and chicks and incrcased Interchick's own
cles. The table below shows imports in 1996: operating cost. As the company tried to cut

costs, the quality of Interchick feed deteriorat-
ed. With poultry meat considered an expend-

lmport U.S. Dollars able luxury in Tanzania, declining demand
Machinery and equipment 520,000 depressed poultry prices to the point where
Grandparent and parent stock 150,000 Interchick could not cover production costs.
to produce DOCs
Feed ingredients 1,000,000 Finally, the arrival of new and more efficient
Total 1,670,000 poultry producers in Tanzania increased

Interchick's competition. To match the new
producers, the management of Interchick con-

Of this total, Interchick, which produces only cluded that it would need to upgrade and
feed, accounted for $1,136,000. Tanbreed, modernize its production facilities.
IFCs client, accounting for about 75 percent
of the companies' combined profits, was In December 1997, the owners/management 27
responsible for only about $530,000-less of Interchick informed IFC that the company
than a third of the total. Even the total foreign had encountered problems that could not be
exchange expenditure of $1.67 million is small solved without additional investments and
in relation to total costs or total turnover. It is working capital. Believing that such invest-
even smaller in relation to the sizable benefits ments would not make sense, the owners
derived from the large increase in the domes- expressed a desire to relinquish management
tic supply of chickens and eggs, not to men- and let a receiver take over the company.
tion incomes and employment.

New personnel were appointed to manage
E P I LOG U E the company until new owners could be

found. After managing the company, they
Disease, bad weather, and market vagaries all themselves decided to acquire it. The new
make poultry farming a risky business. owners believe the company is viable and
Starting in March 1997, several of those risks have begun to inject a substantial amount of
struck at once. A major outbreak of salmonel- capital for improvements. Interchick's main
la wiped out all the breeding stock on market is still selling chicks to outgrowers. As
Interchick's Mbezi Farm and all the layers at the drought has eased and grain prices have
its Top Farm. Only the broilers survived. The dropped, demand for Interchick's production
decline in the sale of day-old chicks resulted has grown, and the company has begun to
in a substantial financial loss. restock its farms. Although the new manage-

ment intends to reduce direct employment at
At the same time, drought cut grain produc- the company, the main economic benefits
tion, and a 10 percent sales tax on animal feed highlighted in this case study remain.
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The hospitality industry can be volatile, subject

to the whim of tourists and weather as wel

as economic uncertainty. But for a country

like Turkey, rich in antiquities and ancient cul-

ture and full of economic promise, high-quality

hotels can bring the kind of international

interest and attention that spur economic

activityThe story of the Conrad Hilton in

Istanbul is a turbuient one, but investor persis-

tence and creativity are finally paying off.

ROBERT R. MILLER
28 TURKEY: BUILDING A HOTEL,

CONRAD INTERNATIONAL HOTEL-
ISTANBUL
During the Gulf War of 1991, foreign visitors ect.1 Or they can attempt to find creative
postponed or canceled trips to Turkey- ways to resurrect the project, always at addi-
hardly a good time to open a hotel there. But tional financial risk. In the Conrad case, the
with construction finally finished and loan risk was taken, and. by every indication. it
payments falling due, the Conrad Hilton in was the right choice.
Istanbul had no other choice. Substantially
supported by IFC direct and indirect financing, COUNTRY OVERVIEW
the hotel was in trouble from day one. The
Gulf War was not its only problem. Several The Turkish economy has done surprisingly
five-star hotels were built at roughly the same well over the past decade, considering the
time, causing a sudden increase in luxury hotel backdrop of government instability and general
room space at a time when demand for them political weakness. Real growth has averaged
had plummeted. A modest cost overrun and a nearly 5 percent A!moi.,11, since 1990. It has,
six-month delay in opening compounded the however, been uneven, marked by boom-and-
Conrad's woes and pointed urgently to the bust cycles with varying, but consistently high,
need for early financial restructuring. rates of inflation. In 1994, for example, Turkey's

economy contracted by 5 percent, only to
The Conrad International Hotel illustrates an rebound the next year to 8 percent. Annual
obvious point. For a private project to yield inflation has ranged from 60 percent to well
development benefits, it must first be viable over 100 percent since 1990, with a generally
and profitable. Where companies do run into rising trend. The unpredictability of inflation has
problems, sponsors and lenders need to be been a major reason banks in Turkev have
committed in a way that motivates them to been unwilling to lend for anything but com-
seek solutions. They have two basic choices. paratively short periods of time.2 In addition,
They can liquidate the project, which causes the perceived high risks of the Turkish eco-
immediate financial loss for both groups but nomic environment have made project financ-
may still result in an economically viable proj- ing from abroad impossible for most firms.
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Successive national governments have been to find lenders, had to acknowledge that fund-
unable to contend with the country's underly- ing the planned hotel would be problematic.
ing structural problems. Fiscal deficits have Toward the estimated cost of 593 million, IFC
been high, swollen by substantial losses by agreed to provide 518 million in loans from its
state-owned companies, inefficiencies of a own account (A-loans), to syndicate an addi-
large government bureaucracy, and a generous tional $24 million to participating banks (B-
social welfare system. Unable to stem the fiscal loans), and to make an equity investment of
drain, Turkey has experienced periodic curren- $4 million. Thus, direct and indirect IFC
cy crises and high inflation. This combination, financing was to be a major part of the hotel's
while still leaving room for 'stop-go" private total financing.
sector-led economic growth. has resulted in a
business environment where locally financed, The original financial plan also included as a
long-term investment is both difficult and risky. major sponsor Conrad International, the global

arm of Hilton Hotels in the United States. That
In addition to problems stemming from the company agreed to supply S18 million to
macroeconomy in Turkey, business and, more acquire 40 percent of the stock of Yeditepe
particularly, the tourism industry have suffered Veynelmilel Otelcilik Turizm ve Ticaret A.S., the
from the threat of terrorism and from instabili- Turkish corporation put together to build and 29
ty or conflicts in countries surrounding Turkey. operate the hotel. Conrad International was
The Gulf War embargo on Iraq, traditionally also to manage the hotel. Another equity hold-
one of Turkey's major trading partners, did not er was the Aksoy Group, a family-controlled
help the Turkish economy. The hotel business Turkish group, which conceived the idea and
is especially vulnerable to economic down- did the original planning. The financial plan
turns, and the threat of violence precipitates called for Aksoy to contribute $4 million for
severe dislocations. In leisure tourism, travel is 19.3 percent of the equity. Aside from IFC,
optional, and people can choose among innu- other equity holders were EMEK, the Turkish
merable destinations. For example, resort retirement fund, which owned the land where
hotels on the Aegean coast felt the effects of the hotel was to be built, and SSK, the Turkish
the Gulf War more strongly than did hotels in social security fund. These agencies were to be
Istanbul, which cater to business visitors as responsible for $2 million and $5 million.
well as tourists. respectively. Equity in the financial plan, there-

fore, amounted to $33 million, about 35 per-
Overall, tourism has become a major source of cent of total financing. Other financing was to
foreign exchange earnings for Turkey. The come from short-term loans ($5 million) and a
number of foreign visitors grew from 1.2 mil- government grant ($13 million).3

lion, spending $400 million, in 1983 to about
10 million, spending $7.5 billion, in 1997. IFC's A- and B-loans, totaling $42 million, con-
Tourism has become Turkey's second-largest stituted the largest proportion of debt support-
source of foreign currency after textiles. ing the project. Short-term loans of $5 million

were to be arranged from local banks. An
P R OJ E C T G O A L S important part of the financing, which was later

to become an important cause of difficulties,
The IFC project involved construction and fur- was the government grant, part of a program
nishing of a 667-room luxury hotel in Istanbul, intended to encourage the Turkish tourism sec-
scheduled to open by the end of 1991. The tor. Since this grant was to be paid in Turkish
hotel was located in the nexver section of the lira, its timely payment was critical to the final
city. close to a rapidly expanding business financing of the project. But payment was
community. From the site on a hillside, many delayed, and inflation diminished its value.
rooms offered spectacular views of the
Bosporus. IFC became involved in 1989, At the time of the decision, the hotel's
when the sponsors, after a prolonged attempt prospective development contribution and
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IFC's role in the project seemed clear. occurred eventually, though perhaps less
Alternative financing could not be arranged, severely. The tight financing of the hotel left
the tourism sector was a primary development little or no room for error in either construc-
target of the Turkish government, and there tion or start-up. Mloreover, the original propos-
appeared to be great need for at least one al for the hotel foresaw a doubling in the num-
additional business hotel in Istanbul. As time ber of luxury-class hotel rooms between 1989
went on. however, the appropriateness of and 1992. an underestimate. These factors,
IFC's role became less clear, as several other coupled with a repayment schedule beginning
five-star hotels wrere being constructed in quite early in the hotel's life, increased the
Istanbul, all without IFC financing. likelihood that additional financing would

have been required in any case.5
EARLY STRUGGLES AND
RESTRUCTURING With debt repayments to the syndicate banks

to begin in September 1992, and vith
The Conrad International opened for business depressed conditions in the Istanbul hotel
in May 1992, about six months late and $9 mil- industry likely to continue, the company asked
lion dollars over budget. Most of the budget IFC for help in securing additional financing.

30 overrun had to do with an unforeseen 10 point The funds were to be used to cover cost over-
increase in the value-added tax to 18 percent; runs and to provide sufficient liquidity for ser-
late pavment of part of the government grant; vicing loans and operating the hotel until eco-
preoperating losses characteristic of any nevw nomic conditions improved. The assumption
hotel, but underestimated; and the delayed was that conditions in the hotel industry, and
opening. The timing of the opening also turned for the Conrad in particular, would improve
out to be less than auspicious-overlapping within a year or tw^;o. This vw-as a courageous
with the openings of several other major hotels assumption at the time, considering that even
in the city.4 In the aftermath of the Gulf War, more hotels were under construction. But the
the overall market was depressed as well, and hotel was complete, a reality that confronted
both occupancy rates and room prices for all the property's equity holders with a clifficult
luxury hotels fell. The Conrad's occupancy was choice: put the hotel into default with the
only 36 percent. and room rates were S92, lenders, risking liquidation, or find some type
compared with the 61 percent and $123 of interim (it was hoped) financing.
expected at the project's inception. Early on,
the hotel management knew that it woould have By the end of 1992. the equity structure was
difficulty coming up with the cash to begin somewhat different from the one originally
repaying the banks in September and to sup- contemplated (Table 4.1). The major change in
port incentive-based management fees. equity holdings was a reduction in Conrad

International's share and an increase in the
Repayment difficulties loomed large immedi- holdings of Aksoy, EMEK, and SSK. This
ately, but it is likely that they would have change w7as made to accommodate the

Turkish sponsors.

Table 4.1 Company Equity Structure (millions of U.S. dollars)
In April 1993, IFC's Board approved the finan-

Planned Equity Planned Share Equity, Percentage Share, cial restructuring. Under the restructuring, IFC
(percent) Dec. 1992 Dec. 1992 and its syndication partners provided $6.5 mil-

Conrad 18.00 40.0 11.25 25.0 lion in new loans, with repayments commenc-
International ing in September 1994. The earlier $42 million
Aksoy Group 4.00 19.3 7.50 29.8 in loans xvas rescheduled, with first payments
EMEK 2.00 6.2 3.70 11.0 due three years later than originally agreed.
SSK 5.00 15.2 6.75 15.0 These two provisions alone gave the hotel con-
IFC 4.00 19.3 4.00 19.2 siderably more breathing" room than the orig-
Total 33.00 100.0 33.20 100.0 inal agreement. The restructuring also involved
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additional subordinated debt from the three Table 4.2 Occupancy andAverage Room Rates,
larger equity holders, much of it for a contin- Conrad International-Istanbul, 1992-96
gency fund to add liquidity, if required.

1 992 1 993 1994 1 995 1 996
Another part of the restructuring was intend- Occupancy rate (percent) 36 46 41 65 73
ed to provide IFC with security, in addition to Average room rate 91.60 89.20 91.64 79.91 92.31
escrow accumulations. A put-call agreement (USge domlrs)
was negotiated between IFC and the Aksoy (U.S. dollars)
Group, allowing either party to initiate a
transfer of shares from IFC to Aksoy under the extra time provided by the financial
specified conditions. IFC's put, for example, restructuring was hardly excessive (Table 4.2).
allowed it to sell its shares to Aksoy during a Although occupancy rates generally improved
particular time period with a guaranteed rate during the period, consistent with the experi-
of return. Aksoy's call arrangement allowed it ence for the industry as a whole, improve-
to purchase IFC's shares, again during a spec- ments were slow until 1995.6 Occupancy gains
ified time period and with a guaranteed return in that year were made at the cost of lower
to IFC. The agreement gave IFC an automatic average room rates.
exit mechanism for its shares, subject to the 31
agreement's provisions. Occupancy rates and room prices at the hotel

improved markedly in 1996 and into 1997. As
The Askoy Group's ability to access bank a result, operating profit has improved
lines of short-term credit in Turkey helped enough so the hotel has not had to draw on
the hotel avoid a more severe restructuring. its contingency fund to service debt. Financial
This financing and Conrad International's restructuring seems to have served its pur-
willingness to postpone its fees enabled the pose-giving the hotel more time to handle
hotel to operate without tapping the new its debt-although nothing is ever completely
$6.5 million contingency fund and without certain in Turkey's stop-start economy.
having to rely on new equity infusions.
Because SSK and EMIEK could not participate, The experience of the Conrad International
new equity infusions would have been diffi- Hotel in Istanbul suggests two clear lessons:
cult to utilize in any case.

- Having contingency plans ready, just in
Conrad International continued as the hotel's case, is only prudent, because even the best
manager throughout this difficult period, and business forecasts can be wrong by the time
it remains St today. Its management agree- a project is completed. This is especially
ment is fairly standard for the industry, calling true when the original financing is close to
for fees based partly on the hotel's gross rev- the bone. Early project documents suggest-
enues and partly on incentive payments based ed that restructuring might be required, but
on the hotel's operating margin but subordi- no contingency planning seems to have
nated to the hotel's senior debt servicing. taken place at that stage.
Therefore, Conrad's financial returns, unlike
those of other equity holders, depend only in * The importance of committed sponsors and
part on dividends and capital gains. lenders cannot be overestimated.

The company's financial restructuring was Both Conrad International and the Aksoy
intended mainly as a bridge from the difficult Group had substantial equitv in the property.
period after the hotel's opening in 1992-93 to In fact, the company's financial structure, with
what were expected to be better times one or a quarter of the shares in the hands of the firm
two years later. So what has actually happened also responsible for management, was unusu-
to the hotel since the restructuring? The occu- al when the project was put together. Since
pancy and room rates since opening show that any restructuring almost inevitably would add
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debt-and risk for equity holders-the coop- ures indicate results better than those assumed
eration of major shareholders and their in the 1993 recalculation, revising the earlier
endorsement of the final agreement were computation of ERR at this stage WoUld not
essential. In any event, the two major share- change the return by much. As in any cash
holders' substantial equity holdings encour- flow analysis, early flows weigh more heavily
aged their cooperation, because the hotel's in returns than later flovws do.
liquidation w ould have cost them much of
their original investments. 7 Creating Jobs

On an average day, the Conrad International
The lenders' cooperation was also needed, but employs about 450 persons, hut 50 or so tem-
they had at least some expectation of recover- poraries can be called in quickly, xvhen need-
ing most of their investment in the event of a ed. Most of these employees are relatively
liquidation. For them, the difficulty lay in the unskilled-stewards, maids, waiters, bellhops,
chance of a protracted liquidation process and laundry attendants-and semiskilled-recep-
an uncertain outcome. The reasonable choice, tionists. electricians, and painters. About one-
therefore, was between Triting off all or part quarter of the hotel's staff could he classified
of the loans or taking a chance with a resched- as "skilled labor."

32 uling that would involve still more funding.
Average wages for Conrad employees are two

D E V E L O P M E N T I M PA C T to three times higher than the prevailing and
published wages in Istanbul for equivalent

World-quality lhotels make international busi- skills. This multiple can be somewlhat mis-
ness contacts possible, but until the recent leading, however, since wages in internation-
building boom. Istanbul had few such hotels. al hotels are all payment to an employee and
The construction of the Conrad International are subject to a 35 percent withholding tax. To
and the other international hotels created a avoid taxes, many other employers understate
critical mass of facilities capable of attracting wages, finding other w-ays of adding compen-
business that vwould otherwise have gone else- sation. Nonetheless, even corrected for such
where. This impact, though difficult to quanti- distortions, wages in the large international
fy or to attribute to any single property, was hotels are much higher than in the surround-
important in Istanbul. ing communitv. As a result, jobs in Conrad-

like hotels are much sought after, and
One measure that can be taken, however, is turnover is low.8

the economnic rate of retutrnz (ERR), a quanti-
tative estimate of a project's efficiency in With unemployment in Turkey running
using economic resources. It is similar to the between 8 and 9 percent overall, and higher
inzternzal rate of returnz, which furnishes an among the unskilled, the new jobs the Conrad
estimate of returns to private providers of has brought to Istanbul have made a definite
capital. Before the hotel's construction, ERR contribution to development. Whether
was projected at 16 percent, well within Istanbul needed another five-star hotel, when
acceptable limits for IFC projects. Neither it already had a surplus of luxury rooms, is
the hotel's postopening difficulties nor the another question. In any case. the balance
resulting low revenues were anticipated in supply and demand seem to have evened out.
this calculation. Under these circumstances. the opening of the

Conrad and the other new hotels has createcd
The latest ERR calculation, made in 1993 after a very competitive market for luxury rooms as
the financial restructuring, reflects the effects well as many new employment opportunities.
of delays in reaching planned revenue targets
and of the cost overrun. The recalculated ERR ProvidingTraining and Education
for the project, assuming realistic revenue and Operating a luxury hotel in a developing
cost trends, was only 9 percent, well below country demands continuous employee train-
projections. Although current operational fig- ing. The Conrad's organized training programs
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Table 4.3 Conrad Training Activities hotel management that involves a 15-week
since March 1995 internship with one of the local hotels. The

program was expressly tailored to feed gradu-

Type of Training Employees Trained ates into the tourism industry throughout
Turkey as w,ell as in Istanbul.

Product knowledge training 419
Fire training 389 Transferring Technology
Teamwork training 376 Hotels afford little opportunity for traditional
Safety and security training 361 technology transfer, since the outputs are
Hygiene training 295 entirely services, most of them delivered
Health training 263 directly and personally. Thus, when consider-
Make-up training 140 ing what of value is transferrecl, the definition
First-aid training 139 has to encompass management knowledge
English-language training 122 and systems. Well-run luxury hotels are com-
Beverage training 87 plicated enterprises where attention to myriad
Experiential learning training 57 details is a critical dimension of success. This
Communications training 49 attention entails master, of long-developed
Conrad service advantage training 45 management techniques, presumably transfer- 33
Labor law training 40 able, where international companies excel.
Personal development 38
Training trainers 32 Like most multinational companies. Conrad
ToWl 2,852 International prefers to recruit most of its

managers in the host country. The many rea-
sons for such a preference include taking

have involved well over 2,400 employees.9 advantage of lower costs, gaining a better
These training programs are basic in nature, sense of local needs and tastes, and becoming
and some are intended to impart information better identified with the local community.
about special aspects of working in a Conrad The Conrad has consistently replaced expatri-
hotel (Table 4.3). ate managers with local residents. From the

large team of foreign managers responsible
The hotel's ability to compete hinges on its for opening the hotel, only five or six remain,
staff's ability to tender consistently superior including the general manager, resident man-
services. Its training program attempts to bring ager, financial manager, and executive chef.
very low-skilled individuals to a point where Other managers, for sales and marketing,
they can be functional, courteous, and efficient human resources, and housekeeping, are now
in an often demanding work environment. all Turkish nationals.
NWorkers can benefit from many of the skills
acquired, regardless of where they may end In addition to transferring management exper-
up working. Investing in training is also attrac- tise, the hotel has installed up-to-date man-
tive for a company if it helps keep turnover to agement information systems. These systems,
a minimum, as it does at the Conrad. though not locally purchased, are used

not only by management personnel but
In addition to its basic training programs, the also by workers at virtually every level.
Conrad offers internships in cooperation with Familiarization with and use of such comput-
local colleges and universities. Between 150 erized systems represents a modest form of
and 200 students annually have received train- technology transfer.
ing in the hotel in recent years. These students
may or may not become Conrad employees. Providing Economic Benefits
but they are part of efforts in the academic to the Community
co-mnunity to support Turkey's growing Hotels connect economically with thie commu-
tourism industry. Bosporus University, for nity by purchasing goods and services locally
example, now offers a certificate program in and by paying taxes as well as through their
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guests' spending outside the hotel. The first In total, the Conrad purchased goods, services,
and last of these two external effects, though and energy worth S5.5 million in 1996 and
hard to quantify. could be substantial. Some paid taxes of S10.1 million. Most purchases
rough estimates attempted in other countries were for locally produced items. There are no
suggest that for every three direct jobs in the estimates of expenditures by hotel guests.
hotel and restaurant sector one additional job
is created in the tourism-i industry and that for Environmental Impact
every tourism job, two indirect jobs are creat- Most planning for this project was undertaken
ed. Thus, if the Conrad employs 450 persons, well before the 1990 upgrading of IFC's envi-
a like number of jobs are likely to he created ronmental standards and the enlargement of its
in the economy indirectly. These are rough resident staff focusing on environmental matters.
estimates, but they are indicative of the indus- Nonetheless, the hotel's design and construction
try's multiplier effects. were cleared by the Environment Department of

the World Bank, which, at the time, provided its
Some surprising results were obtained in services to IFC projects. All aspects of the hotel
interviews conducted for this study among were deemed to be acceptable.
suppliers of the Istanbul Conrad. For example,

34 when the Conrad and another luxury hotel The environmental impact of a hotel primarily
were opening, both sought fresh produce of a involves the disposal of liquid effluents, fire pro-
kind and quality not yet supplied in Turkey. tection, and other safety measures (such as pure
The local wholesaler who won the business water, and earthquake-resistant design). The
said that, in the beginning, he had no idea Istanbul municipality treats the hotel's sewage
xvhere to buy such frmits and vegetables. After for a fee. As the hotel developed, Istanbul's sys-
some scrambling, he found suppliers abroad, tem was being upgraded, with financial assis-
but local sources now provide many of the tance from the World Bank. Fire protection sys-
items. The Conrad alone accounts for one- tems, designed to American standards, include
third of this vendors fairdy sizable business. smoke detectors and automatic sprinklers in
Thus, the hotel's external business not only every room. Pure water is problematic for hotels
creates additional jobs but also changes the in most developing countries, and the Conrad is
character of supplying businesses, bringing no exception: bottled water is prov-ided for
better quality and logistics. guests and used in hiotel dining rooms.

NOTES

1 Although financial failure reduces suich a possibility, completed hntels do not disappear. After financial failure, anoth-

er party sometimes takes over the assets and, because the assets have been written dow-n, manages to operate the

property successfully.

2. Borrowing in a high -inflation economy is also risky, especially where the inflation rate is unpredictable. Thus, even if

financial institutions were willing to lend, demandl for longer-term funds is likely to be small.
3. ...s i the projected government grant as an equity contribution raises the equity portion of total financing to near-

Iy 50 percent. Substantial equity contributions by sponsors of hotels have been a condition of IFC . . - since

equlty at risk encourages sponsor commitment.

. Some, but not all, of these hotel openings had been anticipated.

5 In a later study of the tourism industry. IFC's Operations Evaluation tJnit recommended that hotel projects be consid-

ered differently from industrial projects, particularly in clesigning tme expected repayment schedule. Typically the
study said, it takes up to two years for revenues to become reasonably steady. An Evaluation of IFC's Experience in
the Tourism Sector,' Memorandum to the Board of Directors and the President, June 5, 1992 (IFC/SecM92-1 19).

6. As noted, 1994 was a y ear of recession in Turkey, causing declining occupancy and room rates f or all Istanbul hotels.

7. Several other new hotels in Istanbul have run into financial difficulty. in some cases accentuated by the structure if

financing, which often included proportionately mtuch more debt than was the case for the Conrad International.

8. Wages in international hotels range between $9,000 and $13,000. exCluIsiVe of management personnel

9. Mlany emplovees were involved in several programs.
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Globalization requires firms to adapt to new

conditions. In Uruguay, the government has

been gradually opening its market to interna-

tional competition. A look at one firm in one

industry, citrus, is illustrative of not only the

problems but also the opportunities change

can br ng. Both the pain and the rewards are

amply demonstrated.

DELBERT A. FITCHETT AND FREDERICK Z. JASPERSEN

URUGUAY: GROWING CITRUS,
AZUCITRUS

Azucitrus, a citrus growing and processing IFC decided to invest in this project because
enterprise in Uruguay. has had a remarkable of its strategic development potential. With
development impact despite its continuing the help of this financing, Azucarlito was able
struggle for commercial viability. The way the to establish a separate citrus company, finish
sponsor and IFC have dealt with prohlems as developing 2,000 ha of irrigated citrus
they have arisen is especially informative. orchard, and build a packing and processing

plant, laboratory, and housing for the work-
When IFC became involved in 1982, ers. The newly created company, Azucitrus,
Azucarlito, a once-successful sugar refiner and Uruguay's first state-of-the-art citrus planta-
the project's eventual sponsor, was in financial tion, was to produce a variety of citrus and cit-
distress. It was operating in a declining indus- rus-based products such as pectin for export.
try that was heavily dependent on large gov- The operation was designed for waste-free
ernment subsidies. Refining sugar from local- and high value-added output.
lv cultivated sugar beets behind high levels of
protection had been its main activity for the Bad weather was the main project risk, and a
preceding three decades. A few years before long gestation period compounded exposure.
IFC involvement, Azucarlito's Uruguayan part- A new irrigation network to deliver extra
ners had responded to a shift in government water during periods of light rainfall was to
policy by investing in orchards and broaden- mitigate this risk. The decision to irrigate
ing the export product line to include fresh proved critical in preventing a complete loss
citrus fruit. The financial turmoil of the early of the newly planted orchard during the 1989-
1980s had stalled this diversification program 91 drought. As it was, drought badly reduced
and had reduced the company's ability to the companys output, revenue, and debt-ser-
attract private financing. Despite its experi- vice capacity.
enced managerial and technical staff and its
loyal cadre of local workers, the company was Loan restructuring enabled Azucitrus to con-
at an impasse. tinue operating and meet sonme of the project's
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original development objectives. These shift of resources into the more profitable pro-
restrLicturings, assisted by IFC staff and con- duction of citrus fruit and juice concentrate.
sultants, also helped the company enhance its Azucarlito's investment was the first attempt to
operating efficiency through deep and wide produce fresh citrus for the quality-conscious
cost reductions to enhance margins. Now, the and remunerative West European market.
project is finally on track.

Designed as an integrated citrus fruit and juice
C O U N T RY OV E RV I E W producer headquartered in Paysandu in north-

western Uruguay, Azucarlito began, in the
For much of this century, Uruguay was one of mid-1970s, to plant trees and develop
the wealthiest countries in Latin America and orchards at a site 100 km north of the town of
the developing world. Agriculture was and Pavsandu. At completion, the project was to
still is a key sector representing, together with comprise a citrus plantation and, on the out-
agroindustry, about 30 percent of GDP and 70 skirts of Paysandu, a packing shed, a factory
percent of the country's export earnings. for frozen concentrate orange juice, essential
Beginning in the 1940s. however, a strategy of oils, dehydrated peels, and animal feed pel-
import-substituting industrial development lets. Azucarlito obtained access to imported

36 introduced a systematic bias against agricul- equipment and favorable fiscal treatment from
ture and exports. This discouraged investment the authorities and went ahead with the initial
in agriculture and in producing for export investments. This investment and subsequent
generally. Self-sufficiency in products includ- equity contributions to the IFC-supported cit-
ing sugar was an integral part of import sub- rus project were funded out of cash generat-
stitution. From the mid-1950s, recurring bal- ed from the company's sugar operations,
ance of payments crises and economic stag- which depended heavily on high governmen-
nation signaled policy failure. tal protection for the domestic sugar industry.

In 1982, the company's cash flow seriously
Progress was slow and difficult as successive deteriorated in large part because of exchange
governments tried, with some success since rate policies (tablita) that destroyed incentives
the early 1970s, to address both macroeco- for exporters.
nomic problems and a restructuring of eco-
nomic incentives. More recently, Uruguay's I N I T I AL I F C I N VO LV E M E NT
economic performance has improved.
Attempts to boost trade generally and with In an effort to support restructuring of the
neighboring countries have also progressed econonmy at the company level, IFC
since the creation of Mercado Comun approached Azucarlito to see if it might assist
Sudamericano (Mercosur). Exports have in the financing of the citrus project already
grown more than twice as fast as GDP. As the underway. When discussions began in May
economy has opened up. most of the grovwth 1982, the company had already begun to use
has come from the nontraditional sectors such state-of-the-art irrigation technology from
as the citrus export industry. Traditional light California and had imported and planted
manufacturing and once-protected agricultur- world-class citrus fruit varieties on a commer-
al activities have declined as protection has cial scale for the first time in Uruguay. It also
fallen. Inflation is heading downward. had a well-run nursery for propagating and

pronmoting imported varieties. At IFC's sugges-
P R OJ E C T G O A L S tion, Azucitrus was established as a separate

company to take over citrus production and
Azucarera del Litoral, S.A.-Azucarlito-had processing activities from Azucarlito. This sep-
been producing refined sugar from locally aration was intended to create a financially
grown sugar beets since 1950. In response to viable, independent company that could
the opening of the economy to international devise and manage a long-term financing plan
competition in 1973, the company initiated a for its citrus operations. Following appraisal in
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mid-1984, the IFC Board of Directors sumers. This tax was initially intended to pro-

approved the project in January 1985. mote domestic sugar production for national
self-sufficiency. Once Uruguay acceded to the

At the time, the project was developing a Mercosur trade regime in 1991. the tax took

2,021-ha irrigated citrus orchard to begin the form of a differential tariff on crude and

exporting fresh fruit to Northern Hemisphere refined sugar imports. It permitted Azucarlito

markets by 1985 and, in 1988. frozen con- to continue to operate its sugar refineries at a

centrated orange juice (FCOJ) and essential relatively low capacity and generate enough

oils. The long implementation schedule cash to meet its obligations as the sponsor-

meant that Azucitrus would complete the guarantor of IFC's loans. In support of its

planting phase by 1987, eight years after the request for the most recent (September 1995)

project began. When the trees reached full sugar tariff increase, Azucarlito stressed its

maturity (normally after the ninth year), high- obligations to IFC to rescue the Azucitrus proj-

quality exportable fruit was to make up ect financially.

about 68 percent of production. Industrial

processing facilities were to be installed as EARLY PROBLEMS
fresh fruit production grew. The FCOJ and

essential oils plant was to begin operation in The frozen orange juice concentrate plant 37

1988, when production of nonexport quality began operation on schedule, with a doubled

fresh fruit was expected to exceed 5,000 mt capacity to process third-party fruit as well as

a year. Project cost was estimated at $36 mil- Azucitrus's packing shed rejects. A line was

lion, project completion was expected by also added for processing dehydrated citrus

April 1991, and full production would be peels for export.

reached in 1999.
By 1989, however, severe frost and abnor-

By the time the project was presented to the mally low rainfall struck. For two years,

IFC Board, orchards already covered some beginning late in 1991, northwestern

1,426 ha. Those orchards, other work in Uruguay felt the catastrophic combination of

progress, and related debts were transferred frost and drought, a "once-in-50-year event,.

from Azucarlito to Azucitrus. Azucarlito was according to climatologists. Frost conditions,

designated the project sponsor and majority unforeseen in the project planning, decimat-

shareholder in Azucitrus (85 percent). IFC ed immature trees already weakened by

lent $6 million, half in German marks (DM9.3 drought. Variety selection, location, and har-

million) and half in U.S. dollars. It also made vesting schedules could not overcome the

an equity investment of $2.4 million.1 Both devastating weather. Production shortfalls,

loans were to be repaid in 12 semiannual ranging from 10 percent to 50 percent during

installments commencing October 15, 1991, the 1988-92 harvests, were compounded by

and were guaranteed by Azucarlito. damage to fruit quality from drought, frost,

Additional long-term debt of $13.2 million and windscarring. In 1987-92, the harvest of

would come from a loan from the Banco de export-quality fruit was less than half the

la Republica Oriental del Uruguay (BROU), in appraisal report projections.

part using Inter-American Development Bank

(IDB) resources. Serious cost overruns, partly drought related,

were encountered in the investment program.

High tariff protection played an important role While the original project cost estimate was

in the original financing and subsequent res- $36 million, by early 1991 some $45.7 million

cuing of Azucitrus. Azucarlito's contributions had already been invested. The final total proj-

to the project, either as equity or in repayment ect cost was then put at $52.3 million, 45 per-

of Azucitrus's debts to the Corporation, have cent above the appraisal estimate. These cost

been directly or indirectly financed-and still overruns were manifest in growing short- and

are-in part by a tax on Uruguayan sugar con- long-term debts, primarily to BROU and IFC.
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T H E F I R ST D E B T While Azucitrus struggled with production

R E ST RU C T U R I N G problems and its debt was being rescheduled,
Azucarlito, the sponsor. was hit with another
external shock. Pressing ahead with str-ucttural

Production and sales shortfalls played havoc reforms to improve Uluguay's international
with the company's cash flow. Azucitrus fell competitiveness, the government introduced
into arrears on interest payments in 1989. In changes to phase out protection for domestic
October, IFC had to suspend loan and equity sugar in accordance with its new obligations
disbursements. In view of these circum- as a member of Mercostir. To give sugar refin-
stances, the IFC Board approved a restructur- ers time to restructure, an interim arrangement
ing of the financial package in April 1992. allows them to import raw sugar under favor-
Loans to Azucitrus from BROU (on its own able tariff arrangements, while prohibitive tar-
behalf and on behalf of IDB) were also iffs apply to refined sugar imports. This tem-
restructured with IFC. porary exemption from the immediate trade

Table 5.1 Projected and Actual Production, Sales, and Profits for Azucitrus, 1985-2003
(1984 US$ equivalents)

38
Production (000 tons) Sales (US$000) Profit/ (Loss) (US$000)

Fiscal Year Project 1992 1996 Prolect 1992 1996 Project 1992 1996
Ended appraisal restruc- restruc- appraisal restruc- restruc- appraisal restruc- restruc-
30 April report turing turing Actual report turing turing Actual report turing turing Actual

1985 1.4 230 (547)

1986 4.1 7.0 710 688 (1,100) (3)

1987 9.0 8.0 1,665 816 (1,625) (514)

1988 16.1 18.0 1,668 1,427 (1,929) (1.141)

1989 25.7 23.0 6,071 4,635 (1,883) (1,291)

1990 36.3 18.0 8,807 3,522 (942) (2.692)

1991 47.1 39.6 11,664 7,372 138 (644)

1992 57.0 50.0 48.7 14,249 7,603 7,162 2,062 (1,392) (1.974)

1993 65.1 55.0 52.2 16,475 10,159 7,371 4,041 (54) (2,973)

1994 71.1: 62.0 40.4 18,147 10,276 6,637 5.895 (146) (1,352)

1995 75.0 68.8 57.7 19,336 11,436 9,804 7,373 52 (1,096)

1996 78.0 74.0 37.4 20,070 12,529 8,944 8,504 1,063 (536)

1997 80.0 77.0 n.a. 47.6 20,489 13,488 9,636 9,324 9,196 1,828 411 (254)

1998 80.0 80.0 n.a. 20,717 13,771 11,054 9,074 2,203 913

1999 81.0 81.0 n.a. 20,798 13,908 10,620 9,929 2,474 641

2000 81.0 82.0 n.a. 20,798 13.938 11,160 9,988 2,656 729

2001 81.0 81.0 n.a. 20,798 13,920 11,796 10,180 2,741 1,043

2002 n.a. 13,372 11,887 2,821 1,143

2003 n.a. 11,977 1,256

n.a. = not available.

Note: Current prices for the actual. 1992 restructuring (1991 prices) and 1996 restructuring (not stated but assumed to be 1996 prices) are deflated

by the G-5 MUV Index published by the IBRD, to convert them to 1984 equivalents.
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liberalization terms of the Mercosur expires T H E S E C O N D D E B T
on January 1, 2001. Azucarlito immediately R E ST RU CT U R I N G
stopped buying sugar beets from its supplying
farmers and converted its factory operations The second restructuring operation, approved
to refining imported crude sugar, operating at in September 1996, attempted to reduce IFC's
relatively low capacity. Three of the other four exposure and the company's debt to the point
Uruguayan sugar refineries ceased operations. where it could be serviced from a realistic vol-

ume of internal cash generation. This plan
involved steps to

SUBSEQUENT PRODUCTION
P R O B L E M 5 . strengthen cash generation (including a

review of measures to mitigate damage
Despite an overall increase in output, weath- from frost and operating cost reductions)
er and product quality problems continued to
plague Azucitrus in 1992 and 1993. Sales con- * reduce the total stock of debt
tinued to fall short of even the downwardly
revised projections of the first restructuring * lengthen debt maturities.
plan (Table 5.1.) Capital contributions from 39
the local sponsor did not cover financing Azucarlito's cash generation improved after
neecls. Again, in early 1993, Azucitrus fell the September 1995 sugar tariff increase, and
behind in servicing its debt to the the company obtained additional credit to
Corporation. A second restructuring plan was meet its project obligations. These arrange-
developed to give Azucitrus additional time to ments have relieved the burden on Azucitrus
stabilize its situation. from arrears on debt payments. Fiscal 1995

Table 5.2 Production and Sales for Azucitrus, Fiscal Years 1990-96

Fiscal Year 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Area planted (ha) 2,030 2,030 2,030 2,030 2,030 2,030 2,030
Mature 1,808 1,891 1,918 2,030 2,030 2,030 2,030
Nonmature 222 139 112

Production (mt) 18,017 39,569 48,697 52,184 40,368 57,680 37,421

Uses (mt) 18,017 36,973 47,316 51,480 40,227 57,388 36,753
Exports 2,613 11,254 12,122 16,876 21,886 32,592 25,502
Domestic aales 1,107 0 0 3,750 2,276 5,082 1,977
Processing 14,297 25,719 35,194 30,854 16,065 19,714 9,274

Sales (US$000)a 4,517 10,430 11,110 11,680 10,750 17,174 15,003
Export 916 3,664 4,070 4,441 6,862 12,754 11,197
Domestic 123 0 0 522 234 642 265
Juice 2,780 5,122 5,444 4,957 2,581 2,796 2,641
Other 698 1,644 1,596 1,760 1,073 982 900

Profits (US$000) -3,956 -967 -3,093 -4,645 -2,189 -1,920 -900

a. Sales figures exclude export rebate receipts.
Source: Azucitrus.
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was a relatively good year for both Azucitrus's tries. In Uruguay, sugar beet production
output and export revenues (Table 5.2). adversely affected the economy not only
Despite a fall in output in fiscal 1996 due to a because it distorted resource allocation but
severe frost, improved fruit quality helped also because it eventually reduced soil pro-
forestall a more serious deterioration in sales ductivity. Extracting sugar from beets is gener-
and revenues. With the improved harvest ally the most costly way of producing sugar.
(estimated at 47,632 tons) in fiscal 1997
(21,131 tons for export), Azucitrus was To deal with these problems, the government
expected to incur only a small loss (estimated complemented its liberalization reforms with
at $0.4 million). A modest net income is fore- efforts to restructure agriculture and shift
cast for fiscal 1998. In the absence of unfore- resources away from uneconomic industries.
seeable future shocks such as a permanent Azucitrus is the result of such efforts. Since the
shift in the regional climate, good results are mid-1970s, sustained efforts to restructure the
anticipated in coming years. economy have had a positive effect. To

enhance the private sector's competitiveness,
D E V E L O P M E N T I M PA C T the economy has been opened to foreign com-

petition and market distortions have been
40 Because of its small domestic market, reduced. As a consequence, export growth has

Uruguay's growth hinges on its ability to devel- accelerated, providing a major impetus to
op and sustain an internationally competitive increasing output and expanding employment.
economy. To reverse the growth-inhibiting At the company level, Azucitrus, as the lirst
policies of import substitution, successive gov- major attempt to develop a citrus sector, has
ernments in Uruguay have been trying since played a key role in shifting resources from a
the 1970s to open the economy and increase declining industry-sugar-into an activity
the role of market forces. Through a series of where Uruguay has a comparative advantage.
liberalization and structural reform programs, Five other citrus exporters in Uruguay are now
the government has attempted to phase out following Azucitrus's example. The govern-
uneconomic agricultural activities and establish ment has not granted these citrus producers
new industries more in line with Uruguay's any permanent special privileges.
comparative advantage. The combination of
relative abundance of land and historically Developing Uruguay's
unfavorable incentives had promoted a low- Comparative Advantage
technology agriculture that exhausted natural Uruguay has historically enjoyed a strong
resources. For example, open-range grazing regional and international comparative advan-
and monoculture cropping were producing tage in some agricultural products. To have a
low yields and degrading the resource base. comparative advantage, products must score

above I according to the revealed compara-
An objective of the historic development strat- tive advantage (RCA) indices. With RCA
egy was to achieve self-sufficiency in sugar. indices ranging from 0.03 to 0.65 in 1995,
Behind very high tariff and nontariff barriers, Uruguay has a comparative disadvantage in
domestic production was expanded to satisfy corn. wheat, and sugar. By contrast, fruit with
fully the Uruguayan dcmand for sugar. The an RCA of 1 has shown a dramatic improve-
sugar industry' was composed of several pro- ment since the early 1980s. As would be
ducers, all operating with high costs but expected from this measure of comparative
ensured profitability by fixing of domestic advantage, Uruguay is doing well in some
retail sugar prices. Once the domestic market fruits, and citrus is at the upper end of the
demand for sugar was fully met, excess pro- performance scale.
duction could not be profitably exported
because of high production costs. Granting Citrus output more than doubled in the 1981-
protection (and large economic 'rents") for 96 period (233 percent). During the same

2I. H-tl,. C!! activities can create "sick" indus- period, exports rose more than sixfold, from
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Table 5.3 Uruguay: Citrus Production and Destination 1971-96 (metric tons)

Year 1971 1981 1991 1993 1994 1995 1996

Production, total 73,900 116,700 226,500 246,000 250,000 231,000 272,100
Fresh fruit exports 13,400 28,000 78,100 114,000 141,000 118,500 116,100
Processed fruit exports n.a. n.a. 67,400 56,400 49,000 52,500 76,000
Internal market 60,500 88,700 81,000 75,600 60,000 60,000 80,000

n.a. = not available.

less than $10 million annually to $60 million. cess. accounting for 18 percent of the coun-
Rapid growth in earnings from citrus exports try's total citrus exports in 1996 (Table 5.4).
has been achieved by high growth rates of Also as the first major producer, and by virtue
output suitable for export (Table 5.3) and by of its location in the main citrus-growing area,
an increasing shift from low-value, low-quali- Azucitrus's own difficulties alerted other pro-

ty produce sold in the East European markets ducers to potential problems and helped point 41
to high-quality, high-value produce destined the way to possible solutions.
for Western Europe. More than 70 percent of
Uruguay's citrus exports now go to North Transferring Technology
America and the European Union. This shift Creating a state-of-the-art producer and
has been achieved by developing irrigated exporter of citrus in Uruguay has brought new
land suitable for production of high-quality technology to the country. At each critical junc-
output, by importing and adapting the best ture. Azucitrus's management has incorporated
varieties of citrus fruit, and by efficient pro- advanced technology into the design of its pro-
cessing and marketing. What is most impres- duction and processing operations. Irrigation,
sive is that this industry did not exist before using technology imported from California, is
the mid-1970s. provided by a low-pressure, microjet system,

consisting of permanent polyvinyl chloride and
As the largest citrus producer in Uruguay, polyethylene pipes through w hich electrical
Azucitrus has played a major role in this suc- pumps deliver water from three reservoirs. The

Table 5.4 Azucitrus's Share of Uruguay's Citrus Fruit Production
and Fresh Citrus Exports, 1981-96

Year 1981 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996

Production (mt)
Uruguay 116,000 226,500 256,000 246,000 250,000 231,000 239,025
Azucitrus n.a. 39,569 48,697 52,184 40,368 37,421 47,632
Azucitrus's share 17 19 21 16 16 20
(percent of total)

Fresh fruit exports (mt)
Uruguay 28,000 78,100 108,300 114,000 141,000 118,500 118,503
Azucitrus n.a. 12,122 16,876 21,886 32,592 25,502 21,131
Azucitrus's share 16 16 19 23 22 18
(percent of total)

n.a.= not available.
Sources: Comision Honoraria Nacional del Plan Citricola (calendar year) and Azucitrus (fiscal year (May 1 to April
30) ending three months after relevant calendar vear).
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system can be deployed rapidly, is highly effi- enhancing impact on the region through direct
cient in the use of water, and can also he used income and such indirect benefits as improved
to apply fertilizer. health conditions for the work force.

The irrigation system is used in conjunction Spinning Off Investments
with meteorological equipment to measure Azucitrus and Azucarlito have invested in and
daily evapo-transpiration, which, together are shareholders of Frigofrut, S.A., a refriger-
wvitlh tensiometer readings, is used to deter- ated shipping terminal located about 216 km
mine irrigation needs. Recent investments to south of Paysandu at the port of Nueva
mitigate the effects of frost include tbe instal- Palmira on the Uruguay River. This company
lation of advanced weather-monitoring equip- has been in operation for several years, selling
ment tied to the national weather service. refrigeration facilities and loading services to
When temperatures fall below critical levels, several fruit packers and shippers in the area.
heat is generated from local resources. With this facility, Azucitrus no longer needs to
Planting early harvest varieties on more frost- truck its fresh fruit exports to the port of
prone acreage has also helped cope with the Montevideo. some 450 km from Paysandu.4
problem. Other companies are also clearly benefiting,

42 as is the general Uruguayan economy.
As a supplier of fresh grapefruit, oranges,
lemons, and tangerines to the European and Protecting the Environment
North American markets, Azucitrus has The shift of resources from sugar beet cultiva-
imported plant varieties that set the interna- tion on marginal lands to citrus growing lhas
tional standard. 2 These imported varieties improved soil productivity in the region.
have been adapted to local conditions Sugar beet production is associated with
through an ongoing program of research at severe soil erosion as well as pest infestations
the company's laboratory and nurserv. such as root nematode. Citrus growing has no

adverse impact on the soil. In fact, the project
Creating jobs has no known harmful environmental effects
Azucitrus is an important source of employment whatsoever.
in the Paysandu area. The project employs
1,500 workers and staff, 200 of them permanent Demonstrating Success
employees, the rest seasonal, part-time workers. Before the project, Uruguay had no modcrn
At harvest, 750 fruit pickers may supplement citrus plantations. Being the first in the coun-
the regular work force of 125 persons at the trv to attempt a world-class private sector
orchard, depending on crop size and weather. operation in citrus provided a powerful
Similarly, at the Paysandu packing shed and demonstration effect, contributing to the cre-
processing plant, 570 part-time workers may ation of what has become a fast-growing cit-
join the regular work force of about 70 per- rus industry. By surviving a number of severe
sons.3 Seasonal workers are employed an aver- external shocks and surmounting difficult
age of seven months a year. Their wages are production and financial problems, Azucitrus
well above U,ruguay's minimum. has demonstrated a capacity for flexibility and

perseverance. By innovating in a number of
In the project area, the government has built important areas, including export, state-of-
housing units rated as well above the standard the-art irrigation, international marketing,
for rural areas. Financial support for the proj- packaging. crop adaptation, and research, the
ect has helped finance the operation ancl company has created a path for a wide range
improvements in a health post and social facil- of other Urtlguayan firms to initiate similar
ities for the workers. Because the plantation is activities. Its irrigation operations, for exam-
so isolated, Azucitrus provides lodging, med- ple, have had a profound effect on the way
ical, and social facilities for most of its part- agriculture will be carried out in northwestern
time workers. The project has had a welfare- Uruguay.
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Benefiting the Economy Has the project had a positive net effect on
A key question in assessing this project's the Uruguayan economy? The economic rate
impact is whether its development benefits of return (ERR) projected at the time of
have been acquired at an excessively high appraisal indicated a satisfactory 16 percent
economic cost. Although it has fallen short of return to the economy. Recalculation of this
the production and export targets originally ERR, substituting the results through 1996
foreseen, the company has grown to occupy and the most recent projections for the orig-
an important position among Uruguayan inal projected data (Annex 5.A1). indicates
exporters of fresh citrus. By helping to build an ERR of about zero. An ERR below the
an internationally competitive citrus industry opportunity cost of capital that is generally
from scratch. the project has made an impor- used in the World Bank Group (10 to 12 per-
tant contribution to restruLcturing the economy cent) suggests that project returns were
to capitalize on the country's comparative achieved at an excessively high cost to the
advantage. To r 1 -, -. transfer, environmen- economy. This result is not surprising in the
tal impact, worker benefits, and demonstra- light of the difficulties encountered in the
tion effects have all been positive. project's execution and the financial restruc-

turings required.
As the project has evolved, many of the initial 43
weaknesses and difficulties have been over- Would the Uruguayan economy have been
come. But the long process of "learning by better off had the project not been undertak-
doing" has been negotiated at a higher cost en? Not necessarily. The project's positive
and with a less inspiring performance than development impact is not quantifiable and
had been anticipated. The learning process cannot be included in the ERR calculations.
has been expensive for the project sponsor Contributions to development at every level
and its creditors. Azucitrus, however. now have been considerable and need to be taken
seems headed for a reasonable degree of into account in assessing the project's total
financial profitability in the next few years. economic benefit.

NOTES

1. The DM loan carried an interest rate of 10.29 percent a yecar, and the dollar loan a rate of Libor plus 2.75 percent.

At the time of loan approval, the exchange rate was DM3.23 = I15$ 1.00. No arrangement was made to cover the hor-

rower's exchange risk.

2. These fruits and varieties include: lemons, Lisbon; grapefruit, Mlarsh Seedless, Ruby Red, Star Ruby; oranges, Valencia,

Navel, Salustiana. Cadenera, Hamlim; tangerines, Ellendale, Satsuma., Lrunique, Clemendor, Malaquina, Saltenita,

Malvasio, Mineola. Murcott, Improved, Clementine, Lee, Tangelo Orlando.

3. As many as 80 percent of these part-time workers in the packing sheds may he women. Harvest. transport, and plant

workers are almost exclusively male.

4. FCOJ and fresh fruit mn bins are still shipped through the port of Montevideo.
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ANNEX 5.A1

THE RATE OF RETURN FORTHE
AZUCITRUS PROJECT

This annex presents an estimate of the eco- wedges that past policy makers had driven
nomic rate of return for the project. The pur- between domestic and foreign prices have
pose is to try to reproduce the basic tech- largely disappeared, and the current account
niques used at appraisal, which, per se, rep- balance is becoming increasingly sustainable.
resented the techniques typically applied in Therefore, adjustments of market prices to
appraisal reports in the early and mid-1980s. reflect their true economic value more accu-

rately are insignificant. Finally, the facts that
The adjustments to observed market prices the project's financial accounts are maintained
that were introduced into the original analysis in dollars and that the project has generated
were relatively few, largely affecting the prices little tax revenue have reduced the need for
of nontradables, as pointed out in the follow- adjustments to reported figures (other than for
ing paragraph from the project appraisal price level adjustments to maintain all figures
report: in 1984 dollar equivalents).

The economic calculations are based on bor- With respect to investment cost estimates,
der prices for tradables (i.e., project revenues, almost one-third of the anticipated invest-
fertilizer, chemicals, fuels, lubricants, packing ments were carried out before the IFC Board
materials, machinery and equipment) and presentation in fiscal year 1985. To simplify
market prices net of taxes for nontradables. the calculation, these original investment cost
The economic cost of land has been adjusted estimates are used for this component of thie
downward to offset its financial overvaluation calculation. This approach, however, does not
during 1978 to 1982 which resulted from an take into account subsequent investment cost
overvalued currency (the financial price per overruns.
ha dropped by 32 percent in U.S. dollar terms
between 1978 and 1983). With respect to operating costs presented in

the project appraisal report, the nonfinancial
With the progressive liberalization of the operating costs in the documentation of the
Uruguayan economy since the mid-1980s, the project's cash flow are only several percent-
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age points different from the figures used to The resulting numbers are presented in Table
calculate the economic rate of return. Thus, to 5.AI. The ERR for the project, on the basis of
simplify the calculation, the actual nonfinan- these actual and projected cost and benefit
cial operating costs (in 1984 dollar equiva- streams in 1979-2003, is -0.6 percent. Since
lents) reported in the financial statements or the project is so close to completion, there are
projected in the Second (1996) Debt few remaining years during which benefits or
Restructuring Document are used in the ERR costs could significantly depart from the esti-
calculation. mates presented in Table 5.A1.

Table 5.AI Project ERR Estimate, 1979-2005

Original ProjectAppraisal Report 1997 Recalculation
Net Net

Investment Sales Operating economic Sales Operating economic
Year Costs revenue costs benefits revenue costs benefits

1979 1,115 -1.115 -1,115

1980 1,063 -1,063 -1,063

1981 1.442 -1,442 -1,442 45

1982 2,273 -2,273 -2,273

1983 2,600 -2,600 -2,600

1984 1,558 -1,558 -1,558

1985 1,339 230 433 -1,542 -1.339

1986 2,889 710 879 -3,058 688 623 -2,824

1987 3,982 1,665 1,386 -3.703 816 1,020 -4,186

1988 2,503 3,688 2,371 -1,186 1,427 1,489 -2,565

1989 1,696 6,071 3,471 904 4.635 3,847 -908

1990 3,068 8,807 4,642 1,097 3,522 3,780 -3,326

1991 1.526 11,646 5,855 4,265 7,372 6.433 -587

1992 794 14,249 6,892 6,563 7,162 6,094 274

1993 713 16,475 7,760 8,002 7,371 7,519 -861

1994 319 18,147 8,369 9,459 6,637 6,671 -353

1995 257 19,336 8,714 10,365 9,804 7,178 2,369

1996 556 20,070 9,071 10,443 8,944 7,271 1,117

1997 468 20,489 9,225 10,796 9,324 7.980 876

1998 371 20,717 9,320 11,026 11,054 8,402 2,281

1999 324 20,798 9,339 11,135 10,620 8,377 1,919

2000 218 20,798 9,339 11,241 11,160 8,634 2,308

2001 322 20,798 9,339 11,137 11,796 8,922 2,552

2002 250 20,798 9,339 11,209 11,887 8,950 2,687

2003 250 20,798 9,339 11,209 11,977 8,979 2,748

2004 250 20,798 9,339 11,209 11,977 8,979 2,748

2005 250 20,798 9,339 11,209 11,977 8,979 2,748

Internal rate of return (percent) 16.1 -0.6

Note: All values in 1984 US$ equivalents.

URUGUAY: GROWING CITRUS
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